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ISOBAR
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS TO METEO-BASED DCB IMBALANCES FOR
NETWORK OPERATIONS PLANNING
This technical intermediate document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR
Joint Undertaking under grant agreement No 891965 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme.

Abstract
ISOBAR project aims at integrating enhanced convective weather forecasts in order to predict
imbalances between capacity and demand as well as employing AI to prescribe mitigation measures
at local and network level.
Trajectory prediction is one of the core element of future air transportation system, which is intended
to improve the operational ability and the predictability of air traffic. In the context of ISOBAR, the
trajectories prediction is central to support two of the core objectives: prediction of imbalances and
anticipated congestion mitigation. Trajectory prediction in ISOBAR is intended to provide AUs
preferred trajectories, to characterize demand and support forecasting, but also alternatives
trajectories, still reflecting AUs preference to feed optional mitigation scenarios and optimization.
The developed model uses a novel formalism for trajectory prediction and develops an ad-hoc
methodology to answer trajectory-prediction problems targeted in the ISOBAR context: to capture AUs
preference in trajectory prediction and provide alternatives trajectories. For that purpose the model
derives Natural-Language-Processing (NLP) techniques for route (2D) prediction, by considering the
route as a sequence of Way Points. Each WP identifier (WP ID) is considered as a word, attached to a
geographical location, and the route is a sentence of words. Therefore, the route prediction problem
is expressed as a sequence to sequence word prediction formalism.
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1 Introduction
1.1 ISOBAR Project Goals
ISOBAR aims to design a solution that supports air traffic flow management in the analysis and
mitigation of demand-capacity imbalances due to convective storms or thunderstorms.
Network prediction and performance is very sensitive to weather and the uncertainty in its prediction.
In addition, current ATFCM operations are not evaluated from a systematic perspective. These two
factors together lead to a strong dependency on the experience of human operators. ISOBAR
addresses these challenges through the contribution to an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based Network
Operations Plan, by including in its scope an enhanced weather prediction tailored to ATFCM, ATM
and weather data integration, demand and capacity imbalance characterisation and imbalance
mitigation prescription.
ISOBAR will focus on factors and actions identification to prevent and de-conflict from the Pre-Tactical
D-1 phase and continuous plan re-adjustment on D0. Decision-making will be triggered on High or Very
High Convective Area Risk prediction on D-1 and a Collaborative Process from D-1 to D0 with a
continuous reassessment and refinement taking advantages of digitalisation of the support tools.
Summing up, the project aims at integrating enhanced convective weather forecasts in order to predict
imbalances between capacity and demand as well as employing AI to prescribe mitigation measures
at local and network level.
To support this vision, the project objectives are to:
1. Reinforce ATFCM processes with probabilistic weather Information
By integrating adaptive scenarios into the local traffic manager (local) and network
management (network) roles within the demand and capacity balancing function due to
convective weather cells
2. Characterise Demand and Capacity Imbalances due to convective weather
By using probabilistic forecasts of weather cells, through demand and capacity imbalances due
to convective weather to identify hotspots and coldspot, up to netspot.
3. Produce a Hotspot Solver considering Airspace Users business needs
By solving convective weather-related demand and capacity imbalances, considering AUs
preference and effectiveness of ATFCM measures. This automated engine will explore the
weather scenario extracted from the Playbook catalogue to select and combine DCB measure
selection to apply on flights candidates.
4. Provide a collaborative management of the convective weather operations

10
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By solving the critical issues that have a wide impact on operations (areas and actors involved),
through the identification of the most appropriate stakeholder(s) to drive the DCB solution
design (local solution, network oriented), to jointly support the normal operations recovery.
The overall concept underpinning the project is sketched in the next figure:

Figure 1: ISOBAR Enhanced ATFCM Vision

1.2 ISOBAR approach towards objectives
In summer 2018, there was a significant deterioration in the regularity and continuity in the European
network due to adverse convective weather conditions, which led to significant delays and a reduction
in the quality of service.
The diagnosis of the causes led to the initiative of Cross-Border Weather Operation1 to identify a set
of improvements to better manage the ATM system performance deterioration in critical weather
situations. A set of improvements were identified and reminded in Intermediate OSED ([19]):
o
o
o

o

1

To expand the geographical scope of weather-related procedures from the concerned
area
A network-centric weather procedure utilizing a single weather forecast for all
participants (new partnership with EUMETNET).
A procedure to improve collaboration, planning and dissemination of information to
reduce the number of weather regulations and increase lead times of application
procedure.
Better planning re-routes to avoid weather phenomena. The procedure, led by the
Network Manager, is starting at least D-1 to include basic planning and raising
situational awareness amongst involved participants by collaboration.

Following the NM User Forum 2018 and a dedicated Weather Forum hosted by EUROCONTROL.
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ISOBAR will continue developing and enhancing this process through the contribution to an Artificial
Intelligence (AI)-based Network Operations, as Digitalisation is the cornerstone cementing the servicebased architecture of the future European ATM system.
To support those improvements ISOBAR will develop AI components targeting an enhanced weather
prediction tailored to ATFCM, demand and capacity imbalance characterisation and imbalance
mitigation prescription. Those components will be integrated and used along the DCB supply chain to
manage critical weather operations at pre-tactical and tactical level (-24h up to the execution, with a
focus on later tactical phases).
The AI components that will underpin the ISOBAR collaborative ATFCM processes, focusing on
weather-related DCB imbalances, are:
1. AI Meteo Engine: Reinforce ATFCM processes with probabilistic weather Information
Forecasts of probability of convection will be improved for tactical lead times by increasing the
update frequency and the spatial resolution. To do so, the probability of convection forecasts will
be adapted to high resolution numerical weather prediction systems and to nowcasting systems.
Then new probability of convection forecasts will be calculated by merging forecasts from the
different prediction systems, in the spatial and temporal granularities required at local and
regional levels of ATFCM.
2. AI Hotspot Detection
This component will develop a methodology to predict the capacity reduction and the demand readjustment that will allow determining predicted imbalances and hotspots. It will be based on the
three following pillars:
o Weather Capacity Reduction: to obtain spatial-temporal correlation between
historical weather data and airspace capacity values in order to develop an AI model
mapping the capacity reductions in the airspace system due to convective weather.
o Weather Demand Adjustment: to determine the demand variability associated to
probabilistic forecasts of weather cells.
o Imbalances prediction: to identify the imbalance occurrences within the airspace
system within a given period, by considering the previous weather demand and
capacity forecast.
3.

AI AU Preference

This corresponds to the characterisation of AUs actions in response to constrained conditions
(regulation, adverse weather results) in a catalogue of weather scenarios (Playbook) and reactions,
linking weather scenarios to re-routing demands. These scenarios are the basis on ISOBAR for AI
Hotspot Solver. Based on historical data, the machine learning approach will automatically learn,
for a given situation, which trajectory is preferable for an airline.
4. AI Hotspot Solver
The AI Hotspot Solver will be developed to minimize overloads in sectors. The objective is first to
identify trajectories involved in Hotspots and to change them for minimizing the associated
overload. From selected weather scenarios in the Playbook, the AI Hotspot Solver may propose a
12
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combination of several actions like route change, taking into account convective cells locations and
the current wind, or slot change to delay the entry of aircraft in sectors or altitude change. The
solution will consider AUs preference (provided by the AI AU Preference) and effectiveness of
ATFCM measures, based on in-flight feedback and the post-analysis of the executed operations.
According to ISOBAR’s PMP ([18]), the project is divided into eight work packages (WPs) mapping the
developments of individual components and handling the integration of the ISOBAR concept as a
whole in an End-to-End service.


WP1 Collaborative ATFCM Operations:
The goal is to define the Operational framework to enhance the Collaborative ATFCM process
both at local (FMP) and network (Network Manager). This WP will define and precise the
various service requirements to reach this goal.



WP2 Meteo Engine
The goal is to develop a Meteo engine that will provide meteorological forecasts at network
and local levels. The final aim is to improve the forecasting accuracy of storms based on the
provision of convective indicators.



WP3 Hotspots Identification
The goals of AI Hotspot Identification provides accurate geographical and temporal
information on the propagation of imbalances with sliding window. By combining demand
characterization and airspaces structures (sectors, gates) capabilities refined according to
accurate weather, it will support the NMOC and FMP to understand the global picture of how
imbalances are aggregated and propagated, in particular on cross-border ANSPs. Congestion
indicator map representing the imbalance impacts, will be derived from convective indicator
map generated by the AI Meteo Engine.



WP4 Hotspots mitigation
The goal is to propose to the end users different alternatives of combined measures to resolve
a Netspot identification, based on the weather scenario selected by the NMOC/FMP. The AI
Hotspot Solver will prescribe a global optimum, refined from pre-tactical to tactical imbalances
identification and adjusted using the complete DCB catalogue.



WP5 ISOBAR B2B service
The goal is to manage the integration of the ISOBAR components as a full service in a
demonstrator. It will manage the design of the needed interfaces to monitor the efficiency of
the ISOBAR approach and concepts, and ensure the consistency and the sharing of datasets to
use in the data-driven approach of the previous WPs.



WP6 ATFCM Effectiveness & ISOBAR Evaluation
The goal is to validate the ISOBAR concept as a whole End-to-End service, to demonstrate the
efficiency from ATFCM point of view and to evaluate the improvement of such an approach.



WP7 Dissemination, exploitation and communication
13
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The goal is to coordinate all ISOBAR dissemination, exploitation, and communication activities
while ensuring that the different targets have been reached.


WP8 Project management
The goal is to effectively fulfil all the administrative, contractual, financial and technical aspects
of the coordination of the project.

The global ISOBAR Work Breakdown structure is summarized in the following figure:
WP2 – ISOBAR Meteo Engine
T2.1 Processing of
High-Resolution
NWP Products

T1.1 Operational
Framework

Operational Requirements &
Target Scenarios

Use Cases

Meteo
EPS
Forecasts

T1.2 Enhanced
ATFCM Process

Functional Processes &
Operating Procedures

T1.3 Service
Requirements

Service Reqs
& ATMMeteo Data
Model

NWP PostProcessing
Methods

T2.2 Spatial and
Temporal adaptation
of Probability
Convection Forecst

NWP / ST
Time
series

T2.3 AI for
NWP / Storm
characterisation

Meteo
Real Obs

T3.1 ML for
Airspace
Demand
Prediction

Demand
Predictive
Model

T3.2 ML for
Airspace
Capacity
Characterisation

Capacity
Predictive
Model

Storm
Predictive
Model

T3.3 ISOBAR
Hotspot
Detection

Hotspot
Detection
Process

WP3 – ISOBAR Hotspot Detection
T4.1
Synchronised
DCB under
nominal
deterministic
scenarios

Deterministic
DCB Process

T4.2
Probabilistic
DCB Solutions

WP4 – ISOBAR Hotspot Mitigation

Probabilistic
DCB Process

T4.3 Learningbased DCB
Solutions

Learning-based
DCB Process

WP5 – ISOBAR Service
ATFCM
and Meteo
Data

ATFCM
Data

Meteo
Data

T5.2 HMI
Showcase

HMI
Showcase

T5.1 ATM &
Meteo ETL
(Spatial and
Temporal
Layers)

ISOBAR
Service
Prototype

T5.3 Service
Prototype

Integration

WP6 – ISOBAR Evaluation
T6.1 Definition
of ATFCM
Performance
Framework

T6.2 ATFCM
Effectiveness
Evaluation

T6.3 Evaluation
Design

ATFCM
Measure
Effectiveness
Characterisation

Evaluation
Scenarios

ISOBAR
Testing
Dataset

T6.4 Simulations

Operational and
Technical
Roadmap

Figure 2: ISOBAR Work Breakdown Structure
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1.3 Scope of the Deliverable
In the present deliverable, we present the works and intermediate achievements provided through
the Airspace User Preference AI module.
The current edition of this document corresponds to the first delivery of the technical descriptions
concerning with the WP3/T3.1 ISOBAR and describes:




The AU preferences in trajectory prediction objectives (§2);
The detailed Approach & methods used in ISOBAR to derive/predict such a trajectory (§3);
The intermediate results obtained at this project milestone (§4);

The major objectives of this documents are:






To provide some context about this activity;
To describe how objectives have been handled to answer such a context;
To present some technical orientations used in the scope of this activity;
To present some intermediate achievements.

This document will justify, describe and precise the concepts and methods as well as their effective
implementation to handle AUs preferences capture to provide trajectories from pre-tactical to tactical
adjustments.
The provisions of trajectories will fill the demand characterisation component but also the mitigation
solver, as not only preferred trajectories will be provided but also a set of alternatives trajectories to
support options for the DCB solver.
Those works are conducted in the scope of WP3/T3.1 activities, dedicated to AUs preference
Trajectories provision.

1.4 Intended readership
The readers of the documents are:
-

ISOBAR project partners;

-

SJU project officers.

This technical document holds detailed technical descriptions (particularly sections 3.2.2, 3.2.4, 3.2.5,
3.3) of the implementation of the AU preference module. This detailed description explains and
justifies the choices made for the formalism and implementation of the final model. These sections
require at least a technical appetite even a minimal technical knowledge.
The section 3.2.1 provides an overview and more synthetic description of the final modelling
formalism.
Within the ISOBAR project, this technical document is mainly intended to describe the principle of
trajectories prediction for the hotspot mitigation solver (Work Package 4), in order to clarify how those
trajectories (main & alternatives) are build. Indeed the AI Hotspot Solver will be the consumer of those
predictions.
15
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1.5 List of Acronyms & Terminology
Acronym/Term

Definition

AC

Aircraft

ADEP

Airport of Departure

ADES

Airport of Destination

ANN

Artificial Neural Network

ACO

Aircraft Operator

APT

Airport

ACT

Aircraft Type

ATFCM

Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

AU

Airspace User

DCB

Demand Capacity Balancing

EC

Entry Count

ETO

Estimated Time Over

FMP

Flow Management Position

FL

Flight Level

HPAR

Human Performance Assessment Report

KPA

Key Performance Area

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LSTM

Long Short Term Memory

ML

Machine Learning

NMF

Network Management Functions

NLP

Natural Language Processing

NIMS

Network Information Management System

OI

Operational Improvement

OPAR

Operational Performance Assessment Report

OSED

Operational Service and Environment Definition

OTMV

Occupancy Traffic Monitoring Values

PAR

Performance Assessment Report
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Acronym/Term

Definition

RNN

Recurrent Neural Network

SBT

Shared Business Trajectory

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

STAM

Short Term ATFCM Measures

SWIM

System Wide Information Model

TFV

Traffic Volume

TS

Technical Specification

TTA

Target Time of Arrival

WP

Waypoint

WP ID

Waypoint Identifier
Table 1: List of acronyms

Term

Definition

Source of the definition

The Coldspot represents a traffic volume with available
capacity highlighted to explicitly absorb more traffic, in
particular flight candidates for re-routing.
The identification of linked hotspots at network level
rises the appearance of a Netspot. The geographical
delineation of a Netspot is represented by a group of
Traffic Volumes and/or Flows.
Gate

A Gate is a vertical surface made of an ad hoc SESAR W2 Solution 49
geographical line, perpendicular to the flow to be
captured, and a range of levels. For in-depth analysis, the
network Gate can be divided into smaller surfaces to
analyse sub-flows.

Playbook

Catalogue of weather scenarios defined and agreed by Cross-Border Weather
NM, ANSPs and AUs at the strategical level
Operations

Weather
Scenario

A weather scenario is composed of:
-

Cross-Border Weather
Operations & enriched
Static part: the principles and rules to apply DCB by ISOBAR
measures
Dynamic part: the set of measures provided by
the AI Hotspot Solver
Table 2: Glossary of terms
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2 Capture of AUs preference in trajectories
prediction
2.1 Context of the component use
As presented in section 1, ISOBAR aims at developing AI components involved in the DCB supply chain
to manage critical weather operations at pre-tactical up to tactical level (-24h up to the execution, with
a focus on later tactical phases).
One of those components is dedicated to AU preferences capture for trajectories provision.
These trajectories will support the demand characterization across the airspace, but also will provide
some alternative trajectories to feed the “hotspots solver” and to offer options for the definition of the
best combination of efficient DCB measures in degraded weather conditions.
Initially defined this task corresponds to the characterisation of AUs actions in response to adverse
weather results from a catalogue of weather scenarios (Playbook) and reactions, linking weather
scenarios to re-routing demands.
According to the operational refining and the various consistencies reviews (available data, inputs and
outputs requirements…) of the project and the integration of such an AUs preferred trajectories AI
component within a global service (interaction with other components), the objectives of the
component have been reviewed and mainly hold:


The provision of preferred trajectories for AUs operating flights in a given temporal window,
obtaining flights liable to come across the European airspace and participate in the demand
characterization;



The provision of alternatives trajectories that include AUs preferences, in case of geographical
constraints avoidance coming from weather degraded conditions or regulations.

2.2 State of the Art & Literature for 4D trajectory prediction
Both the literature and other SESAR funded project have addressed the question of 4D trajectory
prediction, since it is the core element of future air transportation system.
Indeed such prediction is intended to improve the operational ability and the predictability of air
traffic, demand congestion avoidance.
Consequently this topic is widely addressed in the literature, but also variously addressed since the
businesses applications and objectives are specific to each available study.
When talking about 4D trajectory building (prediction), the issue can be considered through the aircraft
performance models and machine learning models.
Some considerations extracted from [1] about A/C performance models are: “Although, aircraft
performance models have made great contributions to trajectory prediction, most of these models
made ideal assumptions, rarely considered the real constraints, human behaviour factors, and the
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intersection of trajectories”. Furthermore, when considering using performance model based
approach, in the specific context of global demand characterization, the use of such a model will
impose the definition of some specific parameterizations (or assumptions) for any of the flights to be
considered for this demand characterization, which is a complex approach to operationally
implements.
On the other hand, the trajectory prediction component can be considered through an AI component.
Thus some Machine Learning (ML) approaches using historical ATM data, that is to say a data driven
approach from patterns learning in historical data are also considered. Compared with aircraft
performance models, machine learning models are constructed with weak assumptions or even
without assumptions, which provides the opportunity of achieving more realistic results without being
lost in trying to decipher the real-world complexities
Some of the works presented in the literature address specific target prediction within the 4D
parameters that defines trajectories, or partial consideration of a trajectory. In [2] the trajectory
prediction is reduced to vertical profile, even portion of vertical profile, whereas in [3] some results
are proposed about trajectory prediction at a prediction horizon of 15NM to 45NM on fixed arrival
route. In [1] the 4D trajectories prediction is addressed in Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA).
Other studies addressed full 4D trajectory prediction, and even sometimes in convective weather
condition, to improve the trajectory prediction effectiveness. But most of the studies demonstrate
results for a specific operated city-pair. That is the case for [4], which focus on John F. Kennedy
International Airport (JFK) to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The proposed methodology is of
course generalizable, in the sense that it can be applied to any other city-pair, but at the price of new
or specific trainings dedicated to the ATM data proper to the concerned city-pair. Thus such an
approach will require a specific training for each of the considered city-pair onto which we intend to
provide prediction.
Different ML options
Another widely proposed approach that seems quite natural when considering ML for trajectory
identification under certain constrained conditions (i.e. weather constrained) is clustering. The idea
behind this is to regroup trajectories (whose variability is due to local/pilot effects) by similarity. Once
done the centroids of the obtained clusters can be used as references for the targeted business
application, that could be main and alternatives trajectories provision for the particular problem under
discussion.
If some proposed works provide very promising results, in term of estimation quality and effectiveness
w.r.t. external conditions, once again, the majority of the approaches proposed focus on specific flight
phase, like in [5] that focuses on the approach phase.
Most of these clustering capabilities were demonstrated for a specific city-pair operation and can only
be generalised to a whole demand to the re-train of the considered model onto the city-pairs to
consider. This consideration will be further detailed in section 3.2.2.
In [6] a multi-stage clustering (coarse clustering to cluster specific points on flight tracks (entering,
exiting, departure or destination) + a fin-clustering to cluster flight tracks) is used for route
approximation to support strategic planning. The efficiency of the approach was demonstrated onto
19 airports and it was reduced to partial trajectories aggregation onto “centers” (Air Traffic Control
areas) from 14 successive days of flight history. But the implementation of the approach to provide a
demand characterization over a reduced time window is not obvious.
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Moreover some approaches require to rework the raw data (flight plans history), particularly some
resampling or interpolation to make trajectories with equal WPs content, what sometimes leads to
specific assumptions or approximations.

2.3 AU preference problem formalism in ISOBAR
All of the approaches already reviewed are intended to answer a specific context that do not fulfil the
ISOBAR context and more specifically the AUs preference trajectory component objectives.
Given the ISOBAR context, the trajectories prediction should be able to provide the planned 4D
trajectories (from pre-tactical to tactical progressive refining) for the flights liable to come across the
European airspace. According to the slots of those flights, the provision of preferred planned (or
predicted) trajectories will sustain the Demand characterization. Combined with Capacity predictions
it will further allow to evaluate and identify air traffic congestion issues.
Thus in ISOBAR, one of the main goal is that the prediction shall remain global. Indeed the objective is
to characterize demand onto a wide extend of airspace (the European one), thus the trajectory
prediction shall be considered globally, from departure to destination and for all flights liable to come
across this airspace (according to the consistency of a temporal window extend and the time slot
allocated to potential flights).
That is to say that the focus is on a strategy, or a problem formalism, that allows to proceed many
operated city-pairs history within the training of a single model (this specific and some consideration
about the city-pairs volumetry are discussed in section 3.1.4). Approaches that would require a specific
training per city-pair make the implementation too complex to manage, in terms of number of models
management and deployment for prediction.
On the other hand, the provision of anticipated alternatives 4D trajectories, used in specific conditions,
particularly due to adverse convective weather conditions, would support the anticipation and
resolution of today late management of critical weather situations, which led to significant delays and
a reduction in the quality of service.
Thus the provision of anticipated trajectories in the context of ISOBAR aims at:


Capturing AUs general preferences in using a given trajectory;



Providing alternatives trajectories to avoid given areas, or using specific routes under certain
conditions.

When considering aircraft trajectories prediction and putting them in regard to potential available
trajectory history, it is natural to think of flight plans.
In such history of flight plan, when thinking of the AUs general preferences, the first characteristics
that are attached to AU preference are the Aircraft (AC) type and AC operator. Moreover, such factors
are usually available in most of the recorded ATM data.
Data observations in support of chosen Formalism
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The figure below represents the routes filed (extracted from the EUROCONTROL R&D database) used
onto a given city-pair for two different AC type. The more the routes segments are dark the more they
have been filed (present in data).

Figure 3: AC type influence in filed route, first example

With this superimposed plots for two A/C types, it can be observed that one is more oriented on a
North route and the other on a South one.
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Figure 4: AC type influence in filed route, second example

In the next figures, the routes represented are the routes filed (still extracted from the EUROCONTROL
R&D database) used onto a given city-pair for two different AC Operator. The more the routes
segments are dark the more they have been filed.
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Figure 5: AC operator influence in filed route, first example
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It is also possible to observe variations in the filed routes for the same AC operated by two different
operators.

Figure 6: AC operator influence in filed route, second example
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These data analysis supports the hypothesis expressed at the beginning of the section pointing at AC
type and AC operator as influence factors impacting the filed route for a given city-pair. Of course other
general parameters such as the month, the day or the time of departure are available in such data and
may influence the used route (and trajectory). But such features are not specifically linked to AUs
preference, these are external constraints imposed to AUs which obviously influence trajectory use.
And of course an effective flown 4D trajectory can be influenced by several others factors, such as
aircraft weight, cost index, pilot actions, wind and temperature, and many of them are much more
local adjustments along the effectively flown trajectory. Those specific and local factors are difficult to
consider in the global vision of the ISOBAR approach: to anticipate critical (in terms of adverse weather
conditions such as thunder storm events) and in a wide extend (in term of airflow and airspace
management), but also global temporal extend targeted (from pre-tactical (D-1) to tactical (D0)).
Moreover some of such factors are not recorded in the ATM data sources.
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3 Approach adopted in ISOBAR context
3.1 Inputs, outputs, Flight Plan history and available data
consistency
3.1.1 Flight Plans history for trajectories learning
According to the previous statements (section 2) and following some discussions of available data for
trajectories prediction within the consortium it seems that historical flight plans filed and flown can
support the learning database required to predict trajectories.
Moreover, in ISOBAR objectives we are targeting pre-tactical (D-1) air traffic flow prediction and
congestion solving. However, the history of available flight plans (i.e. first filed flight plans) is not
currently recorded in a sufficient time extend to be used in a training perspective: only last week of
first filed flight plans is available.
As the goal of ISOBAR is to provide global prediction, i.e. for trajectories liable to come across European
airspace, it appears that flight plans recorded by EUROCONTROL are the most appropriate. The
description of the DDR2 database content is detailed in [7].
The flight plans submitted to EUROCONTROL Network Manager and available through DDR2 database
appear to be a correct reference to produce an output 4D trajectory expectation defined by
geographical Waypoint (WP) sequence + an altitude reference attached to each WP (Flight Level) + a
reference time over each WP (Estimated Time Over). Even having only access to the R&D database
(covering all historic commercial flights in four fixed sample months of specific years), the available
traffic sample offers a good starting point to design and demonstrate capability of the approach further
detailed.

3.1.2 Filed vs flown flight plans
One important discussion is on the use of historical filed or flown flight plan to derived trajectories
prediction, in the objective of capturing Airspace User (AU) preference.
The flight plans history is available through filed and flown (or actual) flight plans.
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Figure 7: Filed/flown route variability on LFBO-LFPO city-pair for 3778 flights history

Filed flight plans stand for the latest valid flight plan provided in the NM system; no history on the
various iterations leading to this flight plan is currently recorded and neither available.
Flown (or actual) flight plans stand for the flight plans that have been effectively flown.
The same difference of variability could be observed for the vertical profile which illustrates the
temporal and altitude references attached to the trajectories.
Once again it is obvious that actual flight plans contain more local specificities that are not so much
targeted for the ISOBAR global prediction objective. Moreover, through discussions with the project
AU representative, SWISS, the flown flight plan contains trajectories that couldn’t be effectively filed.
Indeed they hold “in flight” adjustments difficult to anticipate. Since the focus of ISOBAR is on demand
prediction anticipation and on the comparison of ISOBAR mitigations with standard ones, from pretactical up to tactical refinements, it appears much more appropriate to work on filed flight plans. This
with the objective of predicting filed or alternatives filed trajectories. Furthermore, they are liable to
represent global AU preferences rather than actual flight plans influenced by specific and local factors
which will be difficult to infer or interpret since they are not available in the metadata recorded.
Thus, even both filed and flown flight plans history are available, it seems more pertinent to focus on
the filed flight plans use in the objective of capturing AU preference.

3.1.3 AU preferences in history
The global need for the AU preference is to capture the AU specificities for the used
trajectory/trajectories between considered city-pairs on a given temporal window. Once defined, the
planned slots will help to define which city-pairs will be operated and shall induce a flight in the
airspace onto which demand shall be characterized. These planned slots (from pre-tactical to tactical)
will also provide the general AUs characteristics (AC type (ACT), AC operator (ACO)) considered in
ISOBAR and required to feed the trajectories predictor.
AUs' preference is rather based on total operating costs, or other criteria such as flights connectivity,
or cost index. Flight planning tools (such as Lido by Lufthansa) are capable of computing different
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routes (for a given pair of origin and destination airports) each with a cost-efficiency score. These
scores capture the best AUs' preference. But these scores are internal data of AUs and most likely
cannot be accessed by the project consortium. Even though SWISS (ISOBAR partner and AU
representative within the ISOBAR consortium) is keen on communicating their cost-efficiency scores
(or a normalized version of them), extrapolating these scores to all the remaining AUs is not
straightforward (and may even be erroneous).
Thus, in ISOBAR, the AU preferences capture is considered from a data driven approach. The idea is to
use the historical ATM available data, describing filed flight plans to try to identify the preferred
trajectories use by an AU.
Concerning AU characterization, as already introduced in section 2.3, the model will use the two main
features available that are the AC type and the Operator. Of course, others AU characteristics could
be considered, but they have to be analysed from their statistical representativeness point of view as
well as their availability in accessible data sources.
At the EUROCONTROL R&D database, the complementary datasets to filed flight plan provide flights
global description: DEPARTURE and DESTINATION airports, A/C Type and Operator, what are the
model’s first main identified AUs features.
Of course, many other criteria may influence a filed flight plan (month, day, time, connections, wind
weather…). The associated list of parameters to consider could be discussed for long before an
agreement on the factors liable to influence a filed flight plan. In ISOBAR we reduced it to the described
triplet = (city-pair, AC type, AC operator) as we look for the dependency of a flight plan with AU
preferences. This study aims at demonstrating that we are able to capture such a “preference” link.
Anyway, additional factors could be added as complementary constraints to the model, but like any
issue in AI, these additional constraints shall be balanced with the amount of data available to capture
“multiple” dependencies from a probabilistic assessment.
To conclude the selection of the features for “AU preference characterization” is the result of various
exchanges between the ISOBAR stakeholders.

3.1.4 Initial statistical assessment
This section provides an overview about available database content. It aims at providing some general
ideas (amount, variability…) for some parameters that will have to be kept in mind to sustain the
various statements and choices presented along the document.
This section provides statistical assessment onto the triplet (City-pair, AC Type, AC Operator) that is
identified as an input feature for trajectory prediction. First of all, it is observed the volumetry attached
to this triplet over the available EUROCONTROL R&D Database flight plans history.
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Figure 8: Statistics about the number of flights derived per city-pairs operated into the accessible
database
From this figure, our database contains flights operated across 85.529 unique operated city-pairs. This
figure also demonstrates for instance, that 50% of the city-pairs have less than 3 flights in their history.
Statistics about the distribution of unique AC type and Ac operator per city pairs can also be observed.

Figure 9: Statistics about the number of AC type operated per city pair and AC Operator operated per
city pair into the accessible database
This illustrates that only 25% of the 85.529 operated city-pairs have more than 3 AC Type or 3 AC
operator. The multiplicity of AC Type and AC Operator (in the perspective of capturing the AU
characteristics) is limited to some city-pairs, which are of course the most operated.
Looking at the number of flights statistic per triplets:

Figure 10: Statistics about the number of flights derived per unique triplet (city-pairs + AC Operator +
AC types) operated into the accessible database
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In the data set, the flights are dispatched along 299.922 unique triplets. 25% of those triplets have
more than 5 flights in history and 10% of these triplets have more than 40 flights in history.
Looking at the distribution of the number of unitary couple (AC Type, AC Operator) per city-pair:

Figure 11: Statistics about the number of unique couple (AC Operator + AC types) operated per citypair into the accessible database
On the 85.529 city-pairs available in history, only 10% have more than 8 (AC Type, AC Operator) unique
couple.
Thus, the triplets that will be considered along this study do not handle the same amount of history.
The question of learning and capturing AU preference through low populated history, for few
populated city-pairs but also triplets, has to be addressed. Indeed, an AI component rely on the training
set number of individuals. Its ability to generalize, that is to say to highlight inferences for a specific
AU, is usually linked with the amount of history available to perform this learning stage. Indeed, the
ML approaches rely on probabilistic assessments.
It is not to say that we won’t be able to provide prediction onto those triplets, but just to highlight that
in a Machine Learning approach a triplet with low occurrences of history will less influence the model
building (learning stage). Thus the prediction attached to historically low populated triplets may be
less accurate than triplets more populated.
This statement is attached to the native AI approach: we will try to infer statistical assessments from
a history; the more we will have the better (in terms of representativeness) these inferences will be.
But the more interesting is that this characteristic is a strength in the ISOBAR context. Indeed the more
we have a history attached to a triplet, it means that the more we will be accurate in the prediction of
the planed trajectory attached to this triplet. As they are populated, it means that they are (have been
and probably will be) frequently flown (operated), so that those triplets are more liable to be eligible
to be submitted to changes (re-routing, delay) to solve a congestion node.
The other strength of the approach is that we look for predicting not only a preferred trajectory
attached to an AU user operating a given city-pair, but also alternatives. This in order to feed the
mitigation solver with alternatives capabilities. For instance, if for a given AU, the associated history
only hold a unique trajectory, the pending question would be how to provide alternatives for this AU
since its history do not hold any alternatives? The advantage of the AI learning capabilities is that it will
be able to capture in such a case use the behaviour in history attached to “similar” AUs operating
behaviour. That is to say that in the building of alternatives, if the AI module cannot rely on the (single)
history attached to the AU, it will use the “closest” others AUs history to derive and provide a possible
prediction for an alternative trajectory. Such capabilities are illustrated in section 5.4.
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Looking at the most populated city-pairs (in terms of number of flights available in history) and the
longest city-pairs path length (more suitable to provide alternative flow) it is also possible to take a
look at the number of unitary WPs used to build filed Flight Plan for each city pair and the mean number
of WP used to build a route for the same city pair. Here the focus has been onto city-pair which DEP
and DES are into European geographical extend (holding the 10% of most populated city-pairs and 10%
of longest paths) and that contain at least 300 flights of history, what represents 261 city-pairs.

Mean

Standard deviation

Number of unique WP

328.79

173.91

Mean Number of WP per flight

41.45

8.00

Number of flights

539.95

274.272

Number of unique WP / mean
number of WP per flight

8.08

4.36

Table 3: Statistics for most populated city-pairs operated within European airspace
The previous table shows that the mean ratio between unique WPs (mean number of unique WP used
per city-pair history) and mean number of WP per trajectory (mean number of WPs used per trajectory
in history) used for a filed flight plan is about 8. This illustrates the variability of the route history.
Concerning the flights, for the 261 most populated city-pairs (available in the accessible database
history) the average number of flight plans available is about 540 flights per city-pair. The mean of
number of flights for all the 85.000 available city-pairs is about 68 flights plans (whereas the median =
3 flights). That is to say that for the amount of available city-pairs, only a very few number are highly
populated in comparison to the others.
Thus, these first statements illustrate the variability between the history attached to the available
triplets (city-pair, Aircraft Type, Aircraft Operator). Such variability will have to be considered during
the different stages of the design and development process presented along this document. But above
all, the variability in terms of frequency of use and so on in terms of history availability will have to be
particularly during the evaluation process of the approach.
Indeed, this variability, shall be considered under the frequency of use (or flight) of a given triplet. In
the target of better managing flight planning to reduce airspace congestion, more frequent flights (i.e.
triplet) have more incidence onto the airflow than low populated triplets, that is to say which are less
frequently used. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that more frequent triplets (as the more
populated triplets) are the main target regarding our prediction capabilities and reliabilities.
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Order of magnitude of the number of flights (orange), the number of unitary WP in
history (blue) and the average number of WP used to describe a Flight Plan (red curve)
for the most populated triplets in the Flight Plan database

Figure 12: Various statistics at City-pair, AC type and AC Operator level and onto their combination from the
R&D database (261 most populated city-pairs operated within European airspace)
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The above figure has been generated for the 261 most frequented city-pairs in the available database.
It just aims at providing some order of magnitude concerning with some parameters attached to those
triplets.
The orange bars indicates the number of flights and the blue bars the total number of unique WPs in
the historical routes attached to the associated the city-pair (x axis). The associated scale range on the
left is [0, 1770]).
The red curve join the values (for each city-pair) of the mean number of WPs used in the city-pair
historical routes. The associated range on the right side is [0, 67].
Globally, in the perspective of AUs characteristic capture in the trajectory preference prediction, all
the above statistics demonstrates that:


In a learning objective, a reduce amount of city-pairs, and also of triplets, will have enough
history to provide liable to capture an efficient AU preference.



For the low populated city-pairs (resp. triplets), 75% of the city-pair have less than 26 flights
of history (resp. 75% of the unitary triplet have less than 5 flights of history) onto which it is
intended to provide a trajectory prediction.

It is therefore necessary to define a specific method to handle the trajectory provision since “a learning
approach” is maybe not efficient when trying to capture AU specificity from low populated history.

3.1.5 Prediction based on historical data vs non-nominal situation
As already mentioned, D3.1 model uses available data: the historical last filed Flight Plan.
From historical point of view and according to those single data, it will be difficult to distinguish
"nominal" situation vs "non-nominal". The information associated to the situation could be complex
to collect, since several factors (local or global) can describe it: airspace regulations, weather, specific
transfers...
In the context of ISOBAR, the focus has been made on capturing AU preference, to provide predictions
liable to reflect AU preference.
The hypothesis "implicitly" made is based on the fact that, when observing historical behaviour, a
nominal “trend”, if it exists, could be captured. That is to say that from a statistical point of view the
filed flight plans (across the available history) hold nominal situations but also non-nominal ones. But
statistically speaking non nominal ones can be considered too specific or far more unique (in terms of
associated flight plan response) in comparison to the nominal (normal) situations that should be
present across the history and thus hold the AU preference.
Indeed, this implicit hypothesis is that non-nominal situations are very specific; a weather convection,
or an airspace regulation will occur in different geographical location with different severity or time
extend. Thus, an AU response (in terms of filed flight plan) will (or should) be specific to this situation
too, so that the associated flown flight plans that provide (late or local) responses to flight conditions
will not be statistically significant and will not be reflected in the final set of possible alternatives.
Now if Network imposed constraints influence recurrently the filed flight plans in the history (in the
sense that the filed flight plans are in response of those constraints), they will also be captured. But in
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that case, those constraints will be also statistically significant and thus these conditions will be present
in the future and will lead to the same answers from the AU filed flight plans.
In the other hand, the approach in the AU preference module is to capture AU preference in a “main”
or “preferred” flight plan related to AU, but also in alternative flight plans, still based on historical data.
The provision of alternative trajectories aims at feeding the mitigation solver that will provide the best
answer according to a given situation (nominal or non-nominal). Once again when considering nonnominal situations, it is highly probable (when we consider it globally) that this one has never been
observed in the past. Thus, if a situation has not been observed, we cannot collect the appropriate
response directly from the past. A trade-off shall be considered between the historical capabilities
(what flight plans are liable to be filed) and the current situation (considered as a unique and new one).
Thus, the approach in ISOBAR for trajectory prediction is to consider the association of the AU
preference module feeding the Mitigation solver one as a whole, to answer this trade-off.
Concerning the COVID episode, the input data used are pre-COVID history. Of course, regarding the
actual Air Traffic Flow, the question of using past history to predict current flow can be raised. But the
questions behind this when we consider the influence of this event are:
-

Will it change deeply the AU user preference, in terms of Flight Plans filling?

-

Will it change the Network Management (in terms of constraints) and so on in AU response
for flight plan filling?

Today it is hardly difficult to answer to both questions.
ISOBAR aims at resolving congestion nodes in air traffic flows. Today due to the reduced air traffic flow,
do these congestion nodes will occur as frequently as in the past? We cannot answer with certainty to
this question. Thus the ISOBAR approach shall be much more considered in the projection of retrieving
a traffic flow prior to COVID episode.
Nevertheless, if this COVID episode changes fundamentally the AU users’ responses or the Network
constraints occurrences, the AU module will have to be retrained according to updated historical data.
But today we could no guess from such historical data as they are not available.
Finally, in a Machine Learning approach something that have never been faced with, cannot be
learned. That is to say that we cannot predict, even at human intelligence level, what will be the AU
user behaviour (preference) after COVID, and it is quite complicated to anticipate if it will have some
incidence in the AU behaviour.

3.2 Modelling
3.2.1 Final AU preference module overview
This section provides a summary of the description of the final model description whereas next 4
sections (3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5) provides detailed historical approach to build this model. Those
sections are dedicated to technical description and justification of the selected approach.
The AU preference module is based on the cascading of two predictive models:
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-

A route prediction model for lateral path prediction, whose output will feed the

-

Vertical model prediction

Figure 13: Overview of the AU preference prediction module architecture

Both models’ prediction formalism is expressed as a sequence prediction problem; that is to say that
a trajectory is considered as a sequence of (geographical WPs, Estimated Time Over, Flight Level)
triplets. During the prediction process, this sequence is iteratively built, from a departure triplet =
(WP_departure, 0, 0) to a destination triplet = (WP_destination, predicted flight duration, 0). All the
intermediate triplet that build this trajectory are predicted iteratively:
-

Use the previous partial sequence* to predict the next triplet values
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-

Update of the partial sequence and use for the prediction of the next triplet value

* : The partial sequence is initiated with the first triplet: (WP_departure, 0, 0)
The Route prediction Model is used in a classification (supervised) approach. It uses a NLP based
approach, where each WP used in the historical Flight plans are identified through a unique identifier
to build of corpus of words. The route to predict is defined as a succession of WP identifier (that is a
sentence in the NLP domain) taken within this corpus. Thus, the sequence prediction problem becomes
an iterative prediction of which WP identifier is the more liable to come after a partial sequence. In
that manner we build a sequence of WP ID each attached to a geographical location (during the corpus
building): a route (or lateral path) flight plan. (See: 3.2.3, 3.2.4 for detailed description).
The Vertical Profile prediction Model is used in a regression (supervised) approach: it aims at
predicting two continuous targets, a time delta from departure (=0) and a level of flight. The principle
is strictly the same than the one used for the route prediction, except that the prediction output is not
a class within a corpus of classes but a numerical continuous target. (See 3.2.5 for details).
For both models, the AU characteristics defined through AC type and AC operator are additionally
provided (in an encoded manner) to add more constraint to the prediction, i.e. to make the learning
and so on prediction, specific to the AU and to the operated city-pair (also added as an additional
constraint).
Once the iterative prediction done, we obtain a sequence of (WP_ID, ETO, FL) that can be directly
converted to a sequence of (WP geographical location, ETO, FL) to define a complete trajectory.
Finally, according to resources capabilities (for training) and data driven formalism, a single
trajectory prediction model cannot handle all the potential city-pairs (85000). A model can cover
between [20-30] city-pairs (according to the mean length of flight plans onto those city-pairs). Thus
cover a given amount of city-pairs (for instance 100), multiple prediction models have to be trained (4
models covering each 25 city pairs; 8 in fact since one is designed for route prediction and another for
vertical profile prediction). Then for a prediction onto a given city-pair the appropriate model will have
to be selected to provide the prediction. But the idea is to demonstrate the AU preference module
capabilities rather than providing the models to cover the whole potential 85000 city-pair operated
through the history. So we will work on the coverage of a reduced set of city-pair coverage, but the
approach could be applied for any potential city-pair, as soon as an appropriate model will be trained
on the city-pair history.
The four next sections, provide (deep) technical details and assumptions, maybe reserved to readers
with at least a technical background or curiosity.

3.2.2 Trajectory prediction AI problem formalism
According to the various inputs, but also outputs expectation there are various ways to handle the
Task 3.1 for AU preferences in trajectory prediction.
As already evocated in section 2.2, when thinking of using history to derive the most preferred route
the idea of clustering, that is to say a grouping by similarity routes/trajectories, raises. This has been
observed in various publications [5] or [6].
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Nevertheless, if such approaches seem promising, one of their major drawbacks is that they were
demonstrated and implemented by considering few (mainly single) city-pairs. So the question that
raises when considering such an approach is how to generalize this one to many city-pairs such as in
ISOBAR.
A trajectory is made by geographical WP sequence that defines a route, and for each WP an ETO and
a FL that complete the 4D trajectory. When just considering the route (2D) aspect, a clustering made
on the history is considered at (least at) the city-pair level.
When considering to perform such a clustering on multiple city-pairs history, the risk would be to
merge route histories of different city-pairs routes in a unique cluster. Indeed clustering is based on
similarity measures, and this phenomenon will be enhanced when operated city-pairs share path axis.

Figure 14: “Shared” routes for city-pairs in a close axis

In the example above it is highly probable that a clustering will regroup the central and east routes
(common to two different operated city-pairs) into a single cluster. As an output, the question is: how
to distinguish a centroid path for each operated city-pair?
The clustering approach could be pertinent when considering working with a reduced amount of citypairs, since it is possible to perform a clustering (i.e. training a ML model) for each history of the
considered city-pairs. In the global context of ISOBAR, looking for demand prediction over all European
airspace, it is necessary to provide trajectories (preferred and alternatives) for any operated city-pairs
liable to induce a flight to come across this airspace (for the selection of flights eligible to re-routing in
context of hotspot/coldspot management). Thus a clustering approach at the city-pair level should be
reproduced for each operated city-pair liable to induce a flight into this airspace.
With the inputs available from EUROCNTROL (ECTRL) R&D database, more than 85.000 city-pairs
operated have at least an historical flight in the R&D database, since a flight between one of these citypairs is liable to come across the European airspace. The following table provides some statistics for
the number of flights available per city-pairs.
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Figure 15: Quantile distribution of the number of flights per city pair and statistic of flights per city-pairs

For the 85.529 city-pairs contained in the dataset, 50% of these city-pairs have less than 3 flights
history; 10% have more than 158 flights history. One city-pair (GCLP_GCXO) has 5617 flights. 31.400
city-pairs have a single flight history.
Thus in a clustering approach it is necessary to manage as much clustering models as the number of
concerned city-pairs, that is to say at least 85.000 clustering models.
Another approach considered during the first brainstorming meetings internal to the project was quite
similar to the clustering approach and based on a ranking frequency selection of trajectories from
historical data, for each filed (flown) trajectory. But one drawback of this approach is that some
alternatives, weakly populated, won’t be captured, since the ranking will mainly address the most
frequented trajectories.

3.2.3 Problem formalism in specific ISOBAR context
The existing approaches did not really answer the ISOBAR various needs and expectations in terms of
functional implementation: AI prediction of trajectories for all the city-pairs liable to induce a flight
across the European airspace. This in order to derive a global demand prediction from main preferred
AUs trajectories history but also provides alternatives preferred trajectories for mitigation purpose.
Thus to try to answer those various ambitious goals, T3.1 team has designed a new and original
approach, mainly inspired from Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques.
The trajectory can be divided in two sub-problems:


The first one is a route (2D) prediction problem that can be described as a sequence of
geographical WP.



Then the second part of a trajectory is made by a temporal reference plus an altitude reference
attached to each of the way point in the sequence. These two latter features are continuous,
since any of them can be described by a numerical value.

Usually the temporal reference attached to way points is an Estimated Time Over (ETO), and it can be
expressed as the time delay (unit could be modified, but has been adopted here in minutes) from the
departure Way Point. This reference can be added to any time of departure (associated to a flight slot)
to get the absolute Time Over each Way Point.
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The chosen altitude reference is the Flight Level, as it is usually used for the flight plan description.
Those values are usually integer ones, and express the altitude expected or flown at each WP by
multiplying this FL by 100 to get the equivalent altitude expressed in feet.
Regarding the sequence of WP representing the flight route, as they are geographical WP with a
(Latitude, Longitude) reference attached to those points, those two values can also be considered as
the prediction target for ISOBAR’s purpose. So that the problem, could be seen as continuous sequence
prediction of continuous values, that is to say a regression problem. In that case it is possible to
consider the AI formalism as a timeseries prediction problem without a continuous timestep. The
drawback of such an approach would be that due to the regression aspect of this formalism, that is to
say the objective of looking for prediction of continuous values attached to Latitude and Longitude,
the prediction may result on geographical values for Lat/Long that cannot been effectively flown.
Moreover this would have raise some questions onto the performance prediction evaluation to
measure how far a prediction route is from the route to predict.
To reduce as much as possible the WP sequence prediction dispatch into the geographical potential
extend, the path chosen has been to consider the route prediction problem as a classification one,
within a fixed extend of prediction capabilities. Indeed considering the extraction from the history of
all used WPs in filed Flight Plan it is possible to build a global dictionary of those WP unitary ID. A
unique geographical WP corresponding to a unique identifier. In such a formalism the route prediction
problem can be seen as an iterative sequence building from the successive prediction of a WP within
a corpus of unitary WPs.
Then the sequence prediction corresponds to the building of a sequence of WP identifiers, from which
it is possible to retrieve the geographical local from the built corpus.

Figure 16: Dictionary of unique WP identifiers

Given WP_DEP, which in fact corresponds to a given WP identification in the corpus, then the
modelling sequence problem can be symbolised as the below schema:
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Figure 17: Sequence Classification scheme

This classification scheme finally provides a complete sequence of WPs between WP_DEP and
WP_DES:
[WP_DEP, WP_xx, WP_yy, WP_zz…, WP_DES].
Once the route predicted, then the model can focus on the way to predict associated FL and ETO
attached to each WP. For that purpose the idea would be to use the iterative sequence building coming
from the previous model to iteratively predict the FL and ETO attached to any new predicted WP. In
this perspective the idea is to interconnect both prediction approaches.
If looking now for combining this route prediction up to a full (4D) trajectory the modelling scheme to
design is the following.
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Figure 18: Sequence Regression scheme for FL & ETO prediction

And when both are combined:

Figure 19: Combined Sequences prediction scheme

The full trajectory sequence prediction is the combination of the 3 sequences:
o
o
o

Route sequence [WP_DEP, WP_xx, WP_yy, WP_zz…, WP_DES].
FL sequence [0, FL_xx, FL_yy, FL_zz, …., FL_DES]
ETO sequence [0, ETO_xx, ETO_yy, ETO_zz, …, ETO_DES]

Notes:
FL is related altitude to ground level, so that FL_DEP can be considered equal to 0 as well as FL_DES,
but for this later as it would be a predicted value, this one will have to be enforced to be equal to 0
whatever the prediction will be.
ETO departure is equal to 0, as ETO prediction are expressed as delta from time of departure.
This illustrates the global picture of the two modelling functional structures considered to provide
trajectories prediction. But this one is still very theoretical so, the two next sections will dig deeper in
the implementation for these predictors.

3.2.4 Route (2D) prediction
Up to now, all the previous theory seems correct for the T3.1 component objectives and for the
functional implementation needs since the prediction of all trajectories will support the derivation of
demand computation, and also the trajectories could be provided to mitigation component.
But more concretely, the question is how to realize and implement such prediction models. The next
sub section will particularly focus on the route prediction model, since this one is specific to a WPs
sequence prediction (in comparison to FL and ETO ones) and from the previous scheme its outputs will
be used to feed the FL and ETO regression model.
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3.2.4.1 A Natural Language Modelling approach
For the sequence of WPs prediction, as already mentioned, the inspiration came from Natural
Language Processing technics, as far as the model does not directly consider the geographical
information attached to WP as prediction target, but the use of unique WPs identifiers (where each ID
is attached to a unique geographical location). Within this approach, the WP identifier can be
assimilated to a word whereas the sequence of WP become a sentence of WP identifiers (see [8])
With such a formalism of the sequence of WPs, the route prediction problem becomes similar to NLP
standard prediction issue, where the model looks in an iterative prediction process for the next word
coming after a given (part of) sentence. Predictive methods like Neural Network based language
models try to predict word from its neighbouring words looking at word sequences in the corpus of
the learning set, and in the process it learns distributed representations giving as output dense word
embedding. This principle is a way to handle the curse of dimensionality (detailed in [9]), to reduce the
combinatory potentiality of a given sequence within a given dictionary of possibilities, through the
representation of a symbol in a features space representation that characterize the meaning of the
symbol. In the neural network language model the learning algorithm has to discover these features
and it learns to map that sequence of feature vectors to a prediction of interest, such as the probability
distribution over the next word in the sequence.
With such a representation, the route prediction problem is considered as a language modelling issue,
in a supervised way.
A language model is a function, or an algorithm for learning such a function, that captures the salient
statistical characteristics of the distribution of sequences of words in a natural language, typically
allowing one to make probabilistic predictions of the next word given preceding ones, see [10].
The question of computing the probability of this word comes in question, and a large set of ongoing
works in the context of NLP propose solutions to capture some contextual “around” the word to
predict to provide efficient and likelihood probability for a given word to occur after a proposed
succession of words (sequence as partial sentence). Thus the model transposes the questions raised in
the context of Natural language processing, like text generation in the specific context of sentence (i.e.
sequence ) of WPs prediction where:
-

The corpus of unitary WP identifiers becomes the dictionary of words;

-

The historical route filed (resp., flown) expressed as sequence of WPs is the learning database
or learning corpus set, i.e. the set of “sentences” from which the model has to derive
contextual information;

-

The text generation will be initiated through a seed, that is to say some “initialization” words,
where in this case will be reduced to the departure WP identifier.

The supervised formalism of such a task come from the fact that the model will use a known historical
sequence (for training purpose) to predict the next WP (as the target). The goal is to learn a function
that maps an input to an output from (historical) samples of input-output pairs.
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Figure 20: Sequence prediction derived as a supervised learning problem

Concretely the model will use partial succession of sequences (extracted from the complete sequence)
to predict the next WP that is coming after the partial extraction. By repeating this process with an
incremental predicted sequence it is possible then to rebuild a global sequence (see section 3.2.4.5 for
details).
If the Machine Learning techniques concerning with Language Modelling problem such as text
generation are in constant evolution, it appears for T3.1 problem that the use of a neural network
language model, i.e. a language model based on Neural Networks, exploiting their ability to learn
distributed representations to reduce the impact of the curse of dimensionality ([9]), could be efficient
to handle the problem complexities.

3.2.4.2 Neural Networks basis
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) use elementary nodes cells, call neurons, for their learning process.

Figure 21: Feed Forward Artificial Network architecture

Those elementary cells are dispatched in different layers,
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o
o

o

the input layer which provides the entry point to incoming data, whose shape shall be
adapted to match the format of input data;
the hidden layers (a single one represented in the figure above, though an ANN may
use multiple hidden layers) role is to identify features from the input data, or
expressing differently some representations/ abstractions of the data content, and
then to combine these in order to correlate an input with an output;
the output layer delivers the end result and is structured according to the working use
case: if you need to predict 10 classes then the output layer will contain 10 nodes.

Regarding the node it can be represented as follow:

Figure 22: Node elements in Hidden and Output layers

The inputs are the previous (upstream) nodes result: in the figure there are two, but all the upstream
layers outputs nodes can be connected to a current layer node. At the node level the inputs values are
weighted (to amplify or damp the effect of the incoming input). The training process aims at tuning
those weights to transmit more or less importance to an abstraction node.
Then those weighted values are summed before coming through an activation function, whose aims is
to capture potential non-linear relationships in the incoming values. Those activation functions are
various and their choice is part of the network design.
The output of this activation function is the value provided as the node output, the one transmitted to
downstream layers, or used as final outputs.

3.2.4.3 Recurrent Neural Networks basis
From the above description, standard ANN are called feed forward Neural Networks in the sense that
incoming data travel in a single direction from the input layer to the output layer.
In the field of neural network language model, the typology of Recurrent Neural Networks has the
ability to capture and maintain (through an added loop in the node structure) a memory state of the
previous processed inputs. This makes them particularly suitable for the processing of sequences; the
loop allows the network to step through sequential input data whilst persisting the state of nodes in
the hidden layer between steps. Such networks typologies make them widely used in NLP tasks such
as text generation, speech to text, conversational system, text summarization…
This “loop” incidence can be viewed in its unrolled version in the following diagram:
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Figure 23: Unrolled view of the Recurrent Neural Network as many copies of a Feed Forward ANN executing
in a chain

Unlike Feed-forward neural networks in which activation outputs are propagated only in one direction,
the activation outputs from neurons propagate in both directions (from inputs to outputs and from
outputs to inputs) in Recurrent Neural Networks. This creates loops in the neural network architecture
which act as a ‘memory state’ of the neurons. This state allows the neurons an ability to remember
what have been learned so far.
The memory state in RNNs gives an advantage over traditional neural networks, but a problem called
Vanishing Gradient is associated with them. In this problem, while learning with a large number of
layers, it becomes really hard for the network to learn and tune the parameters of the earlier layers.
This issue make the RNN unable to practically learn long term dependencies. To address this problem,
another type of RNNs called LSTMs (Long Short Term Memory) Models have been developed. And in
T3.1 context this specific dependency could be of interest since the departure WP is a more or less
long term dependency according to the route length.
To handle this long term dependency, LSTMs have an additional state called ‘cell state’ through which
the network makes adjustments in the information flow. The advantage of this state is that the model
can remember or forget the leanings more selectively. To learn more about LSTMs, here is a great post:
[11].
The use of LSTM in text generation, and so on in the route sequence generation, seems thus quite
promising.
Let’ get deeper in the effective implementation.

3.2.4.4 Data formalism
As already mentioned, the curse of dimensionality can easily become an issue, so that to demonstrate
the capability of T3.1 approach it is not considered working with all the history attached to the whole
city-pairs liable to induce a flight coming across European airspace. Indeed the more populated the
dictionary of WP ID, the more combinations (route sequence) have to be considered.
But T3.1 does not intend to provide (and the project does not have the computational resource to
train) a model handling billions of parameters (what is conceivable as illustrated with GT-3, considered
today as the most powerful language model, handling about 175 billion parameters : [12]).
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Nevertheless, in comparison to clustering approach that will be managed at a single city-pair level, the
objective is demonstrating that the chosen approach is liable to provide results for many city-pairs
handled within a single AI model.
Thus to demonstrate the potentiality of the approach it is considered a subset of about 30 city-pairs
handled in a single model generation. This means to manage, if considering the trajectory clustering
at each city-pair level in comparison to the basic 85.000 models, 85.000/30 models, so that about 2800
models to manage… what is still quite (too) important, but far much more acceptable. The compromise
between the model sizing and the resulting number of models to manage (generate, supervise,
maintain…) will be a dedicated and complementary discussion.
The principle is so to extract the history of filed flight plan attached to between 20 and 30 city-pairs.
For operational implementation and demonstration, those city-pairs were originally considered as the
ones operating across Europe in the South-West axis, in the context of playbook flip-flop weather
scenario (see [19]).

Figure 24: South-West axis flows

Here below is the first list of city-pairs consider for this model building:
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Figure 25: List of city pairs used in the Southwest axis (flip-flop weather scenario)

All unique WPs used in the attached flight plans history have been extracted and attached to a unique
identifier. The link with the geographical location of the WP has been kept in a dedicated structure,
making an easy transposition between a WP ID and its geographical location.
From flight plan operated onto the city-pair list, unique geographical WPs are extracted and each is
associated with a unique identifier. There it is produced the corpus of WP dictionary.
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Figure 26: WPs dictionary corpus

This corpus of WP defines the dictionary of WP identifiers (WP ID). That is to say the dictionary of
“words” in which our classification shall select the next word (i.e. WP ID) for our sequence of WP_ID
prediction.
Now for each flight, the flight plan is liable to be translated into sequence of WP identifiers. Such
sequence can be considered as sentences of our language model:

Figure 27: FP translated as WPs sentences (sequence of WP IDs)

But ML model cannot work directly or handle string values; the WPs identifiers shall be converted to
numerical values:
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Figure 28: WP ID sequences processed for ML feeding

At this point the model sentences, composing the learning corpus, are converted to numerical
sequences. But the prediction language modelling shall be also converted in a paired (inputs, outputs)
or (learning features – target) for the training purposes in a supervised approach.
For the sequence prediction, there are also various ways to consider the sequence to sequence
prediction problem formalism.

3.2.4.5 Supervised Sequence prediction formalism
In a sequence modelling the idea is to predict from partial sequence what would be the next value in
the sequence.
Let’s come back to the identifiers sequence for a given flight plan:
Sequ1 = [WP_DEP, WP_AM, WP_BB, WP_LA ,…WP_LJ, WP_DK,…., WP_FV, WP_DES]
As described in 3.2.3, it is intended to perform an iterative generation of the route through the
following steps:
[WP_DEP] -> WP_AM (where “->” = predict)
[WP_DEP, WP_AM] -> WP_BB
[WP_DEP, WP_AM, WP_BB] -> WP_LA
…
[WP_DEP, WP_AM, WP_BB,… WP_LJ] -> WP_DK
…
[WP_DEP, WP_AM, WP_BB, WP_LA ,…, WP_LJ, WP_DK,…., WP_FV] -> WP_DES
to get the full route sequence Sequ1 prediction.
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The departure WP will always be the initial seed, that is to say the “initialization” starting sequence
(here a single word), to initiate the next WP and thus the iterative full sequence building.
As it can be observed the iterative prediction is made from a variable sequence length (since the input
sequence is incremented at each step), to predict a single output WP ID (the model’s word).
But for a ML model to work with a single input format, for any prediction the model has to do, the
input proposed to the model shall be formatted (or shaped in the same structure) in an identical way.
Deep learning libraries assume a vectorised representation of the data. In the case of variable length
sequence prediction problems, this requires that the data be transformed such that each sequence
has the same length. This vectorization allows the code to efficiently perform the matrix operations in
batch for your chosen deep learning algorithms.

3.2.4.6 Final sequence modelling prediction formalism as (Input, Output) pairs
Truncation/padding is a conventional and popular method ([13]) to make sure all input sequences (in
a mini-batch2) have the same length. There are three things that should be considered before
truncation/padding. First, how long all the input sequences will be (i.e., target length). Second, where
truncation/padding will be applied (i.e., position). Third, if padding is required, what values will be
padded (i.e., padding value).
In this case it was decided to use the padding approach, since the DES WP is a major criterion for
convergence: if the sequence generation do not reach the intended destination WP, the generated
sequence couldn’t be considered as an effective route sequence. But for text generation approach
using truncation technique is conceivable, since the end of a text sequence could be seen as quite
arbitrary. In our objective of complete route prediction, the truncation option was eliminated.
Thus, considering the learning sequence:
[WP_DEP , WP_AM , WP_BB , WP_LA ,…WP_LJ, WP_DK,…., WP_FV, WP_DES] made of n WPs, then all
subsequence shall be padded up to n values.
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,…0, 0,…., 0, 0, WP_DEP] -> WP_AM

N elements
Nn elements
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,…0, 0,…., 0, WP_DEP, WP_AM] -> WP_BB

N elements
Nn elements
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,…0, 0,…., WP_DEP, WP_AM, WP_BB] -> WP_LA

N elements
Nn elements

This padding ensures that all the intermediate sequences for a given global Flight plan will be of equal
size to feed the Deep Learning model.

2

Mini-batch gradient descent is a variation of the gradient descent algorithm that splits the training dataset into
small batches that are used to calculate model error and update model coefficients.
https://machinelearningmastery.com/gentle-introduction-mini-batch-gradient-descent-configure-batch-size/
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But, this structure shall be extended to all Flight plans and route sequences used in the training
process, either globally or at a mini batch size level.
For instance, here is some effective length of the encoded sequences attached to the illustrated Flights
Plan used:

Figure 29: Variable length of route sequences in Flight Plans (Sequence of WPs length)

The sequence length is specific for a flight plan. It could vary from flight plan according to the city-pair
operated but by any other factor, thus there is not a specific length of the routes sequences. So when
starting from each full sequence derived in subsequence for each flight plan, the padding to consider
shall be firstly considered globally. It is considered the max length of the sequence in the learning data
set to perform a global padding.

Figure 30: Principle of padding for non-fixed length sequences

If in a way there are “normalized” lengths of sequences to predict, the next step is to fully derive the
sequence prediction problem as a complete supervised ML problem. For that purpose it is necessary
to derive the training dataset into (Input, Output) pairs, for which the ML model will map a function
onto. That is to say in a supervised approach for each input (or training sample), here a partial sequence
of WPs, it is necessary to attach an output (or label) to the next WP after the partial sequence.
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As described in Figure 20: Sequence prediction derived as a supervised learning problem, it is
possible to apply this final transformation to generate the “labelled” (training, label) datasets.

Figure 31: Fully formalized data for route sequence prediction

3.2.4.7 Sequence prediction Model implementation
Once the pairs of (training, labels) are defined, it is implemented the Recurrent Neural Network (based
on LSTM nodes used, see 3.2.4.1).
Before entering into this, let first address Word embedding.

3.2.4.7.1 Word embedding
But prior to dig deeper into the network implemented, the first layer used when modelling the WP
sequence in a NLP approach is about the word embedding (see [14] for details).
Word embedding provides a dense representation of words and their relative meanings. They are a
type of word representation that allows words with similar meaning to have similar representation.
The similar meaning is in fact extracted from the learning context when some words are retrieved.
When “projected” into the context of route sequence prediction, that is to say imagining that two
sequences are identical except for one WP, WP-a and WP-b, an embedding representation of WP_IDs
will consider those two WPs as close semantically speaking.
Word embedding is in fact a class of techniques where individual words are represented as real-valued
vectors in a predefined vector space. Each word is mapped to one vector and the vector values are
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learned in a way that resembles a neural network, and hence the technique is often lumped into the
field of deep learning.
Key to the approach is the idea of using a dense distributed representation for each word.
Each word is represented by a real-valued vector, often tens or hundreds of dimensions. This is
contrasted to the thousands or millions of dimensions required for sparse word representations, such
as a one-hot encoding. One hot encoding is one of the simplest and most direct technic to convert
categorical data (into which no ordinal relationship exists) to a numerical form. In a NLP approach,
words could be considered as categorical data, each unique word (in the given dictionary corpus) being
a category, each category could be encoded through a dedicated binary variable.
This principle is quite more important as much as the dictionary corpus extend, and in T3.1 case if
grouping in a single model training far much more city-pairs within a model, what increases the
dictionary corpus.
Thus the first hidden layer in the network will stand to be an embedding layer aiming at providing a
better WP_ID (as our words) representation.

3.2.4.7.2 Route sequence Neural Network model
Here below is the final structure of the adopted Neural Network, where are retrieved the Input, Hidden
and Output layers:
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Figure 32: 2D Route sequence prediction model

In the figure there is the first embedding layer and then the LSTM hidden layers. Two hidden layers
have been chosen to provide depth in the model: concretely a stacked Long Short-Term Memory
network. Usually, the original LSTM model is comprised of a single hidden LSTM layer followed by a
standard feedforward output layer .The Stacked LSTM is an extension to this model that has multiple
hidden LSTM layers where each layer contains multiple memory cells. By Stacking LSTM hidden layers
makes the model deeper, more accurately earning the description as a deep learning technique.
There are also some dropout “layers”, which (are not properly layers), but dropout is representative
of a regularization method where input and recurrent connections to LSTM units are probabilistically
excluded from activation and weight updates in the training execution. This usually has the effect of
reducing overfitting and improving model performance.

3.2.4.8 Specificity of AUs preference capture
Once designed the route sequence prediction model is time to train it. But in fact not directly. If
launching the training on this model: how and where does the model will capture the AUs expressed
in terms of (city-pair, AC Type, AC operator) specificity during this training?
With such a model, it is possible to learn from the history, in a probabilistic manner, what would be
the most probable WP to be flown after a WP_DEP initialisation (as a sequence initialisation seed).
Then by iterative process described in section 3.2.3, using the [WP_DEP, WP_x] to feed the model and
predict the next one, the model will run until it reaches the destination WP_DES. But does this
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sequence will converge to WP_DES? Maybe yes, but maybe not since in the learning process we never
tell the model that for the historical training sequence attached to the city-pair (WP_DEP, WP_DES),
those one are attached to this specific city-pair.
Thus it is necessary to provide more constraints to the model prior to the learning process. Those
constraints have to be provided to the model as additional inputs indicating the specific context for
the attached (partial sequence, next WP) pair, here the city-pair targeted.

Figure 33: City-pair Additional inputs in problem formalism

In this illustration green sequence and purple sequence are attached to the same city pair operation.
Contrary to the WPs target which change for each training sub-sequence (even if coloured in the same
way) the city-pair value remains identical along the derived sub-sequences for an historical full
sequence.
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With this additional input the global model structure becomes:

Figure 34: Sequence prediction model with city-pair constraint

Thus now, once train, in each prediction step, the model will be expecting also the city-pair concerned
by the WP sequence prediction.
[WP_DEP] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES) -> WP_x
[WP_DEP, WP_x] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES) -> WP_y
… until
[WP_DEP, WP_x, WP_y, …] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES) -> WP_DES
Imagine another city pair operated, but starting from the same WP_DEP : (WP_DEP, WP_DES2), then
the iterative prediction process is:
[WP_DEP] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES2) -> WP_x1
[WP_DEP, WP_x1] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES2) -> WP_y1
… until
[WP_DEP, WP_x1, WP_y1, …] + (WP_DEP, WP_DES2) -> WP_DES2
Of course, all those principles and efficiency will depend on the model to effectively learn (statistically
speaking) the most liable sequence of WPs attached to be used for a given city-pair.
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But now, in order to capture the specificity of a given Operator, since it may prefer to use route
crossing specific airspace area(s), the algorithmic exactly has to extend the constraints affected to the
neural network to the AC operator level. Indeed, once the city-pair provided in the previous model,
the sequence generated will be identical to any Operator, unless we provide this learning feature
additionally to the network, with a structure that becomes:

Figure 35: Sequence prediction model with city-pair and Operator constraint

And so on for the Aircraft Type to provide the final route sequence model:

Figure 36: Sequence prediction model fully constrained with triplet (city-pair, AC type, AC operator)
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Of course it is possible providing more constraints to the network, to better characterize or define the
AUs preference. But what is important to keep in mind is that the model ability to learn from those
specificities will depend on the available amount of data specific to those constraints.
With a fixed learning database, the more we add constraints or additional inputs, the less we have an
associated history to train the model. But also, the more constraints we add, the more parameters to
train (activation and weights) we have in our model to be able to capture these specificities.

Number of
parameter to
train(1)

Sequence model

Sequence + citypair

Sequence + citypair + operator

Sequence +
triplet

2 859 523

3 657 523

4 469 323

5 276 323

Table 4: Models number of parameters according to the inputs features 3

So whenever we constraint the model, we dispatch its learning capability into a larger amount of
parameters, that will require a larger amount of learning examples (training samples) to adjust those
parameters. This compromise is to be kept in mind, and it justifies partially why the AUs preference is
reduced to a triplet (city-pair, AC type, AC operator). It has also to be considered according to the
statistics overview of the R&D database presented in section 3.1.4.

3.2.4.9 Encoding of additional inputs
Any machine learning is dedicated to process numerical values. This has already been addressed by
through the transposition of WP_ID into numerical values.
It is exactly the same for the additional inputs, which are provided from text data:
City-pairs:

Aircraft types:

3

This is provided for illustration purposes, for the SouthWest axis selected city-pairs (20 city-pairs), history handle
2639 unique WPs, 66 unique operators, 50 unique aircraft type.
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Operators:

So prior to be injected as additional inputs in the model, those data shall be encoded, in an
interpretable manner by the network. As those data are categorical values, with a reduce amount of
possible values, T3.1 model has adopted a one-hot vector encoding for each one. That is to say that
each value is represented (encoded) in a vector of length = number_of_categories, where every entry
is a 0 except there will be a single “1” entry in the position corresponding to the word’s index in the
vocabulary.
Thus a given triplet will be encoded in the following manner:
city : GCTS_EBCI, actype : B738, operator: JAF
GCTS_EBCI = [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
, 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
B738 = [1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
JAF = [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]

Once the route prediction model has been fully designed and that the learning datasets has been
formatted in an understandable way for T3.1 ML model, it is possible to train it.
Some intermediate results will be presented along section4.1.

3.2.5 From 2D to 4D prediction
3.2.5.1 Extension of a single sequence model to multiple sequences model
If we have previously detailed the formalisation of the route prediction problem in a NLP modelling, in
ISOBAR, the AUs preference component has the objective to provide prediction for full trajectories.
Thus attached to a route, which is a succession of geographical WPs, there is also the objective to build
the associated vertical profile.
This later is made of Time-Over and altitude (generally for flight plan expressed as Flight Level) for each
of the WP in the route. Both of them complete the route to provide an aircraft trajectory.
Those two variables can be considered as continuous variables.
The Time Over attached to each WP can be considered as the duration after departure at which the
flight reach the associated WP. We can for instance considered this duration expressed in minutes.
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The Flight Level (FL) can be considered as the altitude reached by the flight at associated WP. Usually
this FL is expressed in hundredth of feet.
Typical vertical flight profile plotted from the FL as a function of duration of flight:

Figure 37: Typical Vertical flight profile: FL as a function of duration from departure

For the route prediction, the problem is addressed like a NLP sequence classification. Indeed the
prediction target is a WP within a corpus of unique WPs. Thus we look sequentially for the probability
of a WP within this corpus of dictionary WPs.
When the objective is to predict continuous targets, the prediction of a continuous variable, the
problem becomes a call regression issue. In that case the prediction problem becomes similar to a
Time Series Forecasting problem (subject widely addressed in the literature [16], [17]).
To make it simple, it is considered the problem of ETO and FL similarly to the route sequence
prediction, except that, instead of considering sentence of words, the model seeks for sequence of
continuous values.
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Globally, T3.1 derived the sequences of ETO and FL attached to each flight plan likely to the ones of
the WPs:

Figure 38: Continuous sequences (ETO, FL) prediction modelling

The only differences from the route sequence of words prediction problem are:
o
o

No need to consider an embedding layer, as we directly manipulate continuous data
and not discrete/categorical values like in NLP context.
There is an additional processing (external to the model itself) that consists in a scaling
of the continuous values

The output of such a regression prediction will be a single continuous value, that will have to be
inversely rescaled (according to the normalization used) to get back to the initial range.
Generally ML algorithm are more or less sensible to range effects of the inputs features (variables), for
their convergence and from the feature importance point of view attached to each input.
The scaling stage can be either a normalization (rescale the data values enforced in the [0, 1] range)
or a standardization (rescale the distribution of values so that the mean of observed values is 0 and
the standard deviation is 1).
The scaling stage handle the following issue: when a network is fitted on unscaled data that has a range
of values (e.g. quantities in the 10s to 100s) it is possible for large inputs to slow down the learning and
convergence of the network and in some cases prevent the network from effectively learning the
problem.
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From the implementation point of view, to extend the route prediction modelling, there is just needed
to add the sub-sequences datasets of ETO and FL as additional inputs to the model, and to add the
provision of additional outputs, one for ETO and one for FL value prediction.
The global architecture of the model becomes:

Figure 39: Structure of a multiple sequences recurrent Neural Network

3.2.5.2 Finalized concrete implementation
When starting to use such a global model, we observed that it does not “sufficiently” capture the
specificities of our triplet (city-pair, AC type, AC operator). As already mentioned the use of additional
inputs dispatch the model learning capabilities and usually requires more training samples, to better
capture the specificities of our learning objectives.
When also adding multiple targets, it was also dispatched the learning objective; initially it was
dedicated to route sequence prediction, but now it is also ETO sequences and FL sequences. Even if
adding learning content ( through the history of sequences for ETO and FL), statistically speaking, the
training of such a model try to satisfy multiple objectives functions, whose compatibility or equivalence
is sometimes complex to assess.
Indeed the WP sequence quality is assessed trough classification metrics (accuracy…) whereas the
continuous targets (ETO, FL) are assessed through error measure like RMSE (Root Mean Square Error).
Those various objectives drive the training convergence, and even if it is possible to implement
weighting onto those cost functions, it is complex to orientate the relative weight to attach to the
route prediction or to the vertical profile (ETO and FL) prediction. Thus the learning dispatch into those
various objectives.
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Knowing that the same training database, in terms of flight plans amount, is used, in comparison to
the single route prediction some AU specificity capture is lost. This has been particularly observed
when comparing the route prediction capabilities between the single route model and the route
prediction capabilities of the global route + ETO + FL model.
The dispatch of the learning objectives in a global model is especially important that the variability of
the added targets (ETO and FL) is important. Indeed as the model search for providing the best
statistical answer to the provided inputs to satisfy all submitted labels, the more these inputs are
submitted to variability the most difficult the statistical target is to reach. Thus the additional features
for AU characterization become less important regarding the sequences variability within a same group
of population, here a triplet (city-pair, Aircraft type, AC operator).
Let’s observe the superimposition of the vertical profiles available in our history for a given triplet (this
one is made of 44 flights):

Figure 40: History of Vertical flight profiles for a given triplet (city-pair, AC type, AC operator)

Thus there is quite some variability on the planned flights profiles, within a given group (city-pair,
Aircraft type, AC operator), that increases the already variability of the route history.
To overcome this performance degradation, T3.1 has adopted another approach. It has been
considered to train two Recurrent Neural Network models: one dedicated to route prediction, and the
second one oriented on the prediction of the ETO and FL targets. Then these two models are used in
a cascaded manner as illustrated below.
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Figure 41: Finalized cascaded prediction models architecture

Once trained, the iterative route predictor will feed the vertical profile model with the incremental
built sequences to generate the ETO and FL prediction attached to the latest WP in the sequence.
The advantage of this method is to focus independent learning objectives in two distinct models, even
if using globally the same training history; so let the first model focus on the route variability and the
second one on the vertical profile. The drawback of this approach is the need to perform two training
stage and to manage double number of models compared to the use of a single global model.
As expressed in section 3.2.4.4, the initial objective was to look for a trajectory prediction model liable
to handle the more city-pair in a single training stage to avoid management of high number of models.
By adopting a two separated models approach for completing trajectory prediction, this will divide the
initial gain of grouping city-pair by a factor two. This won’t be negligible for the implementation side,
and it will be a hyper-parameterization factor of the global approach for implementation purposes.
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3.3 From preferred to alternative routes/trajectory prediction
3.3.1 Principles of sequence prediction
This section aims at detailing the way the sequence to sequence model provides prediction.
This section doesn’t aim at re-presenting or re-formulating the basics of recurrent (more precisely
LSTM for Long short Term Memory neural networks) introduced in section 3.2.4 to the sequence to
sequence prediction capabilities, but to focus on how the output sequence is produced from the neural
network principle. The focus will be particularly put on how does work the sequence model when it is
used in a classification purpose, like the route sequence formalism.
Here the explanation will reduce it to the route prediction since it can be easily extended to full
trajectory 4D prediction according to section 3.2.5.
The first step is just to review what are and will be the inputs available to handle such a problem, first
in terms of minimum needs.
The idea is to build a sequence of successive WPs, starting from a given one, the Departure WP. For a
given city-pair, (WP_DEP1, WP_DES1) this would be the first WP: WP_DEP1. And the aim is to provide
a sequence up to the destination WP, so the first available input is a departure WP, let’s say WP_DEP1
for is identifier. Keep in mind that this identifier is just a reference to a geographical location of this
WP.
The final goal would be that our predictor for a given city-pair (WP_DEP1, WP_DES1), shall be able to
predict a route, a succession of WPs for a given AC type (AC_xx) and a given Operator (OP_yy) similarly
to this one:
[WP_DEP1 - WP_AM -> WP_BB -> WP_LJ -> WP_DK …. -> WP_DES1]
For that purpose the idea is to use intermediate portions of sequence, from the starting point up to
the full route prediction, in the following manner.
(1) [WP_DEP1] -> WP_AM
(2) [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM] -> WP_BB
(3) [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB] -> WP_LA
(4) [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB – WP_LA ] -> WP_LJ
(5) [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB – WP_LA -> WP_LJ ] -> WP_DK
(x) [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB – WP_LA - WP_LJ -> WP_DK ….] -> WP_DES1
Where the latest sequence is the final output expected from the model.
Let’s consider the corpus of WPs extracted from the historical routes used for all the selected city-pairs
(that includes (WP_DEP1, WP_DES1)):
[WP_A, WP_B, WP_C…, WP_X,…WP_AL, WP_AM,….WP_BB,..WP_MB,…,WP_ABC] = WP_corpus
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From this corpus point of view, the prediction process initiate by answering the first question:
From WP_DEP1, according to the AC_xx and operator OP_yy, what is the most liable next WP in
WP_corpus to be used?
Iteratively the prediction process for each of equation in (1), (2), (3)… to (x) can be expressed as a
succession of resolutions of a classification problem:
(1) If [WP_DEP1] then predict WP_AM in WP_corpus, knowing that we operate
((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy)
(2) If [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM] then predict WP_BB in WP_corpus knowing that we operate
((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy)
(3) If [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB] then predict WP_LA in WP_corpus knowing that we
operate ((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy)
(4) If [WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB – WP_LA ] then predict WP_LJ in WP_corpus knowing that
we operate ((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy)
…
In any multi-classification problem, the idea when a new sample is proposed/submitted to the classifier
is that this one provides as an output a probability of prediction attached to any of its possible classes.
Then what is called the class prediction is the class with the highest probability for all the prediction.
In T3.1 problem, the corpus of unitary WPs, build from the history of considered triplets, represents
the various classes to predict, as soon as we submit a sequence (or a partial sequence of previous WP).
Thus the functional operation of our model can be expressed such as:
(1) seq=[WP_DEP1] + ((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy seq) then WP_AM has the highest
probability within WP_corpus
(2) seq=[WP_DEP1 - WP_AM] + ((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy seq) then WP_BB has the
highest probability within WP_corpus
(3) seq=[WP_DEP1 - WP_AM - WP_BB] + ((WP_DEP1,WP_DES1), AC_xx, OPyy seq)) then
WP_LA has the highest probability within WP_corpus
(4) …
Then attached to some context, provided through the input features proposed to the model (sequence
of WP, city-pair, AC type, Operator), this one predicts the probabilities attached to all the corpus of
WP. The one with the highest probability is the most liable to be used to complete the sequence. With
this approach the model is thus able to build a full sequence of WP in an iterative manner:
 Initialize sequence with seq = [WP_DEP]
 For (seq, city-pair, ACtype, Operator) use model to predict next WP, as the highest probable
WP in the WP_ corpus.
 Complete seq with the next predicted WP : updated_seq = [seq , next WP]
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 Use (updated_seq, city-pair, ACtype, Operator) to feed the model and to predict next WP as
the one with the highest probability in the WP_corpus
 Update the sequence and iterate until the predicted WP from the WP_corpus equals WP_DES.

3.3.2 Derived alternative sequence prediction
From the previous section, natively, the trained sequence model will provide in a step by step approach
(iteration over incremented input sequence) a full sequence length, built as the succession of WP (with
highest probability within a given corpus) liable to be used by a given triplet. This will provide the main
route, or preferred route attached to this triplet.
But in ISOBAR, the objective is to provide also alternatives routes, exactly alternative trajectories, for
mitigation purpose, to select from the solver point of view what will be the optimal response to an
imbalanced airflow.
This section aims at presenting the way to consider the provision of alternative sequence prediction
from the previous nominal way of working.
Once remained that the sequence prediction is a classification process over a corpus of WPs
identification attached to the highest probability for the next WP, if feeding the model with an initial
([DEP_WP], city-pair, ACtype, Operator), it will always lead to the provision of a single route in the
sequential capturing of the next highly probable WP to iteratively build the full route.
So how to provide/derive alternatives routes?
Let’s consider an example, extracted from the South-West axis, for the triplet (EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR).
From the available data, the attached history is made of 75 flights. If we observe those routes on a
geographical map:

Figure 42: (EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) History of routes
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We can observe that the used routes mainly (and approximately) divide in two main “routes” axis, one
on the east and one on the west of the direct EHEH-LEPA path.
When removing the WP around the departure (resp. destination) WP to avoid the capture of the
specificity of the runway used for take-off (resp. landing), it can be observed that those two main
categories of route separate from the beginning of the flight. That is to say that the two routes are
discretized directly from the first WP right after the Departure one.
If the model predicts the main/preferred route as the east one in the native iterative highly probable
WP selection:

Figure 43: (EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) preferred predicted route

The route sequence could be expressed as:
[WP_DEP, WP_A, WP_B, WP_C, WP_D…., DES_WP]
Imagine now that we impose the first WP (WP_A) right after the departure DEP_WP to be selected not
as the highly probable WP after DEP_WP, but as the second one in the global corpus:
[DEP_WP, WP_A]

Second highest probable WP after DEP_WP for triplet (EHEH-LEPA, B738,
RYR)

[DEP_WP, WP_AA]

highestWP
probable
WP afterforDEP_WP
triplet (EHEH-LEPA,
B738,
Where WP_AA isSecond
the predicted
after DEP_WP
the tripletfor
(EHEH-LEPA,
B738, RYR) with
the
RYR)
second highest probability to be flown.
Coming back to the nominal iterative sequence building, using the next highest WP probability, then a
new sequence would be derived:
([DEP_WP, WP_AA], EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) -> WP_AB
([DEP_WP, WP_AA, WP_AB], EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) -> WP_AC
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… until ([DEP_WP, WP_AA, WP_AB, WP_AC,…], EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) -> WP_DES
The scheme used for building such an alternative is:

Figure 44: Alternative building first case

In an illustration the newly predicted route would be:

Figure 45: (EHEH-LEPA, B738, RYR) alternative predicted route

Such a case is obvious, since the routes differs right after departure.
Sometimes, different route share a common portion of path, and diverge farther from the departure.
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Figure 46: EHRD-LEIB routes history

In that case to find the alternative route, we would have not to consider the second highest WP
probability right after departure, but the second highest WP after the first 3 WPs after departure.

Figure 47: Alternative building other case

We can thus consider building alternative routes, by successively requesting along the build sequence
not to select the next highest WP predicted but the secondary one. This methodology could be
systematically applied in a search approach to build multiple alternatives by using produced sequence
model prediction in an alternative manner. The combination can be think widely expendable according
to the “separation” depth after the Departure.

Figure 48: Multiple Alternatives building

In that way we could build various alternative routes.
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3.3.3 Risks & bypassing
The question that may raise is the capability of convergence (capability of the model response to
provide a consistent route that ends with the destination WP) of such an approach, as well as the depth
to consider for alternative building, since for any triplet considered, from the history point of view the
number of potential and effective alternatives will vary.
If the approach seems promising it is highly probable that it should have to be completed to search for
realistic alternatives within all the generated alternatives.
Indeed, according to history of a given triplet, there are in fact a reduced number of possible effective
routes.
Thus the proposed approach could be liable to produce artificial route that have no “sense” or no
realistic representativeness. Typically what we want to avoid is illustrated below:

Figure 49: Erroneous alternatives

On the above figure, the left plot provides the history superimposed of filed flights plans.
The plot in the middle illustrates an efficient route prediction since it is superimposed to historic ones.
The right plot could be a result of a route prediction provided in the alternative generation mechanism,
where an alternative WP with a lower probability in the sequence building has been selected, that has
used by some historical flight plan but that is not consistent with an effective complete route building.
This is the typical situation the model shall avoid, and that will be managed through some post
processing of the provided route, to ensure provision of realistic routes.
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3.4 Summary of the module principles
The previous sections (3.1, 3.2, 3.3) have described the elaboration and the principles of the AU
preference trajectory prediction, as a sequence prediction formalism that can be summarized as
follow:
-

The objective of this module is to provide trajectory predictions as a sequence of (WP, ETO,
FL)

-

This module shall provide specific prediction for an Airspace User, characterised through
additional inputs of the model that are : the city-pair, the AC type and the AC operator

-

The module has been divided in two cascaded sub-model operating in a sequential prediction
manner
o

A route sequence prediction, to predict the lateral path = a sequence of WP

o

A vertical profile prediction, to predict the attached continuous ETO and FL values
attached to each WP predicted by the iterative use of the first model

-

Both models rely on a deep learning algorithm using LSTM (recurrent) neurons to catch the
temporal dependency between the successive predicted components in the sequences.

-

The additional constraints have been added to the model structure to handle the specificities
(preferences) of an AU user expressed through the parameters (AC type, AC operator). To
ensure the convergence of the sequence prediction, the operated city-pair is also used as an
input constraint.

-

The prediction is initiated by an initial sequence = (departure WP, ETO = 0, FL = 0), then the
model is iteratively recalled onto partial sequence iteratively completed at each step with the
result of the previous prediction step. The model is requested until the destination WP is
reached (or is stopped according to a convergence limit see 5.1.1).

-

Natively the model, submitted with an identical initial sequence will provide a single
prediction; the “main” (or more liable trajectory to be filed). But as we look for providing also
alternatives trajectories (“low probable ones”), during the sequence iterative building we can
induce (along the sequence under building) the selection of a secondary probable WP, leading
in an alternative trajectory provision.

-

As many alternatives could be derived, a selection of operational & reliable alternatives will
have to be performed to select the appropriate ones (see section 5.3 for details)
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4 Intermediate results & improvement axes
In this section are provided some results of the implementation of the initial T3.1 trajectory model
onto the flight plans history extracted from the EUROCONTROL R&D database (section specific to the
intermediate delivery V01.01.00).

4.1 First results obtained on South-West city-pairs group
As already mentioned, one of T3.1 objectives is to demonstrate the capability of a model to be trained
on a group of city-pairs (to overcome a clustering approach limitation), and to provide trajectory
prediction onto it.
For demonstration, T3.1 firstly focused on the Southwest European axis, as it demonstrates well
differentiated route vs alternative toward the East or the West of the direct path of the city-pair
operated (flip-flop scenario). This first ensemble of results is proposed over the city-pair group
extension provided in Figure 25: List of city pairs used in the Southwest axis (flip-flop weather
scenario)
The first results presented are for the 2D route prediction capabilities, which model is summarized in
the below figure:
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Figure 50: Route model and data formatting

The model has been trained onto the identified city-pairs.
Once trained, this model can be used to provide the prediction attached to any of the city-pairs used
in the learning process:


The selected triplet for instance (EDDK_LEPA, B733, CFG) is encoded (one hot encoding).



The starting WP, here attached to EDDK, identifier (WP_2) is also encoded from the
WP_corpus extraction: let’s say = 324.



The ending WP, here attached to LEPA, identifier (WP_358) is also encoded from the
WP_corpus extraction: let’s say = 826.



This way point initiate the sequence used to feed the route model plus the encoded triplet
values.

As the model output, we get the WP ID attached from the highest probability attached to any of the
WP_corpus. This new WP (here WP_46) increments the sequence (once numerically encoded), and a
new model prediction is requested, with the updated sequence and still the encoded triplet. We get
then the new highest probability within the WP_corpus, re-increment the sequence…. and so on until
the predicted WP correspond to the output WP_358.
The iterative WPs sequence identifiers building can be illustrated in the below figure:

Figure 51: Illustration of models inputs conversion to outputs WPs sequence recovery
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Once the sequence of WP is identified we can plot this route onto a map, by using the WP_corpus
dictionary illustrated into Figure 26: WPs dictionary corpus, to project this sentence onto a
geographical location.

4.1.1 First observations on routes prediction
The first statement is that the process seems to converge, at least for the main route and for some of
the triplet tested.

Figure 52: Illustrations of route sequence convergence for random selected triplets

In these plots, the city-pairs are not necessarily identical. Illustrations came from random selection
within the triplets’ basis. They demonstrate the convergence of the approach to deliver a route
convergence.
Nevertheless, if the previous routes seem to be “consistent” with effectively filed routes (in history)
some obvious inconsistencies can be observed, even if finally convergence occurs:

Figure 53: Inconsistent route sequence for triplet (EHRD_LEIB, B738, CND)
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This phenomenon has been very unlikely observed (this is the only example available up to now). The
document will further provide explanation on what happened in this case in section 4.1.3.
The next table illustrates the number of historical filed flight plans available for each of the previous
illustrated triplets:
Triplet

Numbers of historical filed flight plans

(EHBK_LEPA, B737, GMI)

7

(EDDK_LEPA, A321, CFG)

4

(EDLV_LEIB, B738, RYR)

55

(EDLV_LEPA, A320, EWG)

1

(EHRD_LEIB, B738, CND)

1

Table 5: Illustration of few triplets’ history content

The exhaustive convergence will be further evaluated (see section 5 as the result of the T3.1 second
iteration phase and evaluation testing within WP6).
Moreover, observing the prediction vs the history for various triplets, an AU specificity is captured:

Figure 54: Route sequence prediction vs history (15 flight plans): (EDDK_LEPA, B733, CFG)
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Figure 55: Route sequence prediction vs history (74 flight plans): (EDDK_LEPA, B738, EWG)

Figure 56: Route sequence prediction vs history (1 flight plans): (EDDK_LEPA, B738, LGL)

Thus we see that for different triplets, but operating onto the same city-pair, the model does not
necessarily provides the same route prediction. This is due to the difference of history between the
triplets. It demonstrates that the model is able to capture the AU preference (if this one exists within
the history of course).
Once again this capability will have to be further validated through a dedicated validation campaign.

4.1.2 First observation on vertical profiles prediction
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Focusing on the results of cascading of route model and vertical profile model, presented in section
3.2.5 and summarized in Figure 41: Finalized cascaded prediction models architecture, the
illustrations for some triplets is:

Figure 57: Route sequence prediction vs history (15 flight plans): (EDDK_LEPA, B733, CFG)

Figure 58: Route sequence prediction vs history (1 flight plans): (EDDK_LEPA, B738, EWG)

The raw estimation of ETO and FL, appears to be not consistent regarding a vertical profile: the ETO
sequence is not always increasing, even if we globally can assess a vertical flight profile.
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But once again, we intend to operate a learning of many parameters (through two continuous
sequences: ETO and FL) from some occurrence of vertical profiles that are submitted to a high
variability:

Figure 59: Variability of vertical profiles history for (EDDK_LEPA, B738, LGL) and (EDDK_LEPA, B738, EWG)

The variability of the vertical profiles, even within the same triplet history, illustrates the complexity
of the learning process to handle this variability. Indeed the approach of the regression learning is to
predict, i.e. to provide statistically a suitable value to the majority of histories. As the variability is
observed along the sequence of continuous values to predict, this make the prediction very difficult to
be consistent in the two dimensions (ETO + FL). Thus the prediction of reliable vertical profiles, i.e. as
a supervised regression problem from vertical history with variability (and particularly ETO) may
require post processing to derive realistic profiles.
For that purpose, one possible approach is removing the decreasing ETO values within the global
sequence and performing some interpolation to provide more realistic profiles. In any case, the further
development of the model (second delivery of D3.1) will also seek for other issues that can explain
these inconsistencies.

4.1.3 Highlighted complexity
The design of the learning models was addressing a given set of city-pairs. Reducing the number of
grouped city-pairs processed within one model, the first set used is made of city-pairs whose
operational routes are “closed”. “Closed” meaning spatially or geographical close, since they have
been identified to demonstrate the capability onto the Southwest axis for a flip flop scenario
(orientating the flow Eastward or Westward).
Plotting the history for a given (AC type, AC operator) for three city-pairs within the group of targeted
city-pairs:
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Figure 60: Superimposed history for EDDK_LEPA, EHEH_LEPA and EDLV_LEIB

Figure 61: Superimposed history for couple (ACT, ACO)=(B738,RYR)

Those city-pairs filed routes history share a lot of common WPs, within the whole WP_corpus
elaborated for the Southwest city-pairs grouping. This “sharing” occurs along more or less long flight
segments. This occurs in history of identical couple (AC type, AC operator)=(ACT, ACO), operated onto
different city-pairs.
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Thus during the learning process, according to the cost function optimization based on statistical
reduction of final error of classification, it is possible that closed histories melt and that the learning
capture more the specificity of the couple (ACT, ACO) rather than the operated city-pairs. All of this is
highly depending on the history content (numbers of flights plans, proximity of filed route for AC type
(resp. operator…), etc.)
This phenomenon explains also what is observed into Figure 53: Inconsistent route sequence for
triplet (EHRD_LEIB, B738, CND). In history some routes operated by (B738, CND) in the group of citypairs retained (among the 24 city-pairs used in the SouthWest axis) share common WP for different
city-pairs.

Figure 62: Superimposed history for (ACType = B738, ACOperator=CND), on the Southwest operated citypairs

The various city-pairs operated with the same couple of (ACT, ACO) share common way points.
During the iterative re-construction of a sequence through the use of the next highly probable WP, this
latter can be in fact selected from another city-pair operated (even if this parameter is imposed, since
statistically the accuracy on the route prediction has been targeted). Therefore it may happen some
divergence, leading to a partial unknown/unseen sequence (in the sense never seen by the model
during its training). When an unknown sequence is submitted then the internal “similarity measure”
of the model (from its learning stage) may lead to a result out of the scope of (and exceptionally far
from) the learned sequences.
This can be a limitation of the modelling, linked to history volumetry. In Table 5: Illustration of few
triplets’ history, (ACT=B738, ACO=CND) has 1 single history for city-pair EHRD_LEIB. Comparing this to
the filed flights number in history for the 3 others operated city-pairs by (ACT=B738, ACO=CND):
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Figure 63: Number of flights in history for (ACType = B738, ACOperator=CND), for the four operated city-pairs
on the Southwest axis

Thus shared route portions may reduce the discretization capabilities of the model learning along a
triplet axis vs other ones. This is of course directly linked to the respective and relative histories
available along each axis of the triplet.

4.1.4 Alternatives routes provision
The previous phenomenon was also observed on the first alternative route building onto the group of
city-pairs of the Southwest axis. Indeed, when looking iteratively for the second highly probable WP
during the sequence to sequence route prediction process, some second highest WP can be selected
within closed route sequence history.

Figure 64: Prediction (main / preferred) route vs history for (EHRD_LEPA, B738, TRA)
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Figure 65: Alternative routes prediction for (EHRD_LEPA, B738, TRA)

Thus, some provided alternatives are just the result of an enforcement of an external WP out of the
main route to be included in the alternative what lead to non –realistic routes, except for the fourth
one.
But something interesting to observe is that, even if for some alternatives observed an abnormal WP
is present in the proposed (predicted) route, the sequence to sequence approach model provides a
converged trajectory. The proposed routes start at the Departure WP and end at the Destination WP.
Thus, some business rules, regarding the reliability of a proposed route can be derived to indicate that
such routes are not consistent with real route. These ones will be detailed in section 5.
But prior to consider post-processing onto the model outputs, either on the vertical profiles or the
build alternatives, T3.1 can consider an efficient city-pairs grouping (within the full operated city-pairs
family) to reduce WP sharing between operated city-pairs.

4.2 City-pair regrouping optimization next to first results
4.2.1 Triplets history coverage
As already evocated, a single model cannot handle the prediction for any of the triplets that can be
found in the history. Thus a model is built for a subset of city-pairs, and covers the history of triplets
attached to the selected city-pairs.
To cover a given amount of city-pair we will have to dispatch these city-pair across different models,
each trained onto the filed flight plans history attached to their city-pair subset.
The previous results were provided to demonstrate a model to capture the trajectory prediction
capabilities to converge, to capture AU preference (prediction may differ according to couple (AC type,
AC operator) use and to derive alternative with the use of secondary probabilities WP during the route
prediction process.
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We will observe in the next sections that an optimal city-pair grouping across a given set of city-pair to
cover can be considered to enhance prediction results presented until here.
Once again for demonstration purpose we do not intend to train the (numerous) models to cover all
of the 85000 city-pairs liable to generate a trajectory. But practically this is what should be done to
cover any of prediction request concerning a triplet.
We will work on a reduce subset of pertinent city-pairs, that will be dispatched into the appropriate
number of AU preference trajectory prediction models.

4.2.2 Turnaround Solution for reducing the history melting
The turnaround solution is an idea to handle such a complexity, as the objective is to train multiple
models for groups of city-pairs would be to optimize the discretization of the histories for the city-pairs
taken into account into one group. When looking at the direct routes used for the city-pairs of our
initial grouping:

Figure 66: Direct paths of the Southwest axis city-pairs

If the grouping was more scattered, the result will be reducing the overlapping of the WP used between
each city-pair history. Using more discretized city-pairs, such as in the next figure:
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Figure 67: Scattered city-pairs grouping

This principle should offer a better capture of the triplet specificity with reduced routes overlapping
and thus reduction of common WP to close triplets.
In fact, from this discretization point of view southwest grouping can be considered as the worst one
for discretization capabilities. Indeed, since the approach so far has grouped “close” operated citypairs (in terms of spatial extend and of global flight axis) and since those city pairs are operated in the
same flight “direction” (southwest), this makes route sequences specificities more difficult to
discriminate for the model.
For the discrimination of city-pairs within groups of 20 to 30*, many options are conceivable.
*: The criteria used for this amount of processed is much more linked to training resources and the
volumetry of associated history of filed flight plans. If long flights are considered in a group of citiespairs, the history is made of longest flight plan sequences. This increase of sequences length, combined
with the principle of padding for non-fixed length sequences (see section 3.2.4.6 or Figure 29: Variable
length of route sequences in Flight Plans (Sequence of WPs length)) drastically increases the volume of
pre-processed data used to train the model, what can lead to reduce the amount of covered city-pair
for a given model. Such a trade-off shall be observed when grouping a given amount of city-pairs.
Whereas spatial considerations on the city-pairs grouped and consequent distances metrics liable to
be derived to perform this grouping, it is preferred to use an azimuthal discretization over the direct
path of the city-pairs. The idea is to compute the azimuthal angle for each city pair (angle between the
city-pair direct path and a north-south meridian) liable to be operated. This measure is used to
distribute the city-pairs in sub-groups equally populated (through a quantile based discretization
function), in a binned repartition along the [0°, 180°] and in the [0°, -180°]4. Finally, the goal is to pick
in each of these bins a city-pair to form a discretized group.

4

The approach separates azimuthal distribution in positive and negative orientation to avoid the possible
grouping of round-trip between two city pairs (whose history are liable to share WPs even if operated in a
different flight direction).
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Figure 68: Principle for city-pairs azimuthal discretization grouping

4.2.3 Global model optimization
Another way to improve the learning capabilities of the provided model could be to increase the depth
of this model, or the number of cells used in each layers.
The topology of the Neural Network would have to be refined. But at this stage, looking for
demonstrating the efficiency of the approach, the focus is on the capability:
-

to handle multi city-pairs prediction within a single trained model;
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-

to derive alternatives representing operational ATFCM scenarios for airflow global
management.

The finalization and optimization of the network topology will be considered once the number of citypairs to re-group will be evaluated, and the management of low populated city-pair have been defined,
for the last learning stage, since it may lead to a bigger model (in terms of neurons and so on number
of parameters to train)
According to the statements made for the first obtained results (in section 4.1), the proposed
improvements and optimization perspective should be able to provide more consistent route but also
vertical profiles prediction. Both improvements may also participate in robustness for the alternatives
building, since reducing overlapping of the sequences in history use for learning should improve the
reliability and reality of the predicted trajectories.
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5 Optimized city-pairs observations
This chapter aims at summarizing the different results & improvements obtained in the context of
optimized azimuthal city-pair grouping.
We will try to illustrate the improvements induced by this approach through some examples.
As already mentioned, the AU module is not intended to be a single model capable of processing any
triplets in the history. We do not have neither the resource nor the time within the scope of the project
to cover all the 85000 city-pairs that have to be derived in the associated triplet coverage capabilities.
During the first part of the study, the focus was made onto European south-west axis, since the goal
was to demonstrate the capability to provide preferred and alternatives trajectory prediction. The aim
was to observe the global consistency of alternatives with airflow re-routing capabilities (that can occur
during specific conditions). Indeed as we are targeting flight plan prediction to fill, we have to provide
reliable (flyable and fillable) trajectories.
In a second step, to demonstrate an operational enhancement of the approach we focus on the
optimization of the city-pair processed within one model. We thus randomly select city-pairs (operated
within Europe for a starting point) which dispatched was optimized according the azimuthal
discretization proposed in section 4.2.

Figure 69: operated city-pairs selected in first azimuthal optimized city-pairs group

We also design a dedicated model (that is say covering a given set of city-pairs) focusing onto the citypairs mainly operated by SWISS. This was done in order to perform a specific evaluation of prediction
for SWISS. This to ensure the preference capture in the proposed trajectories, as the general criteria
for airline preference is not shared.
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Figure 70: Operated city-pair selected in SWISS model

In the perspective of EXERCISE 02 validation, we identified a subset of 50 city-pairs to cover the
possible flights submission of the EXERCICE 02 validation perimeter. Those city-pairs were selected
from the combination of the most frequented city-pairs operated in Europe area during the three
days of the exercise (27th July 2019 , the 27th August 2019 and the 28th August 2019) and
potentially with a high overloading factor*.

Figure 71: Operated city-pairs selected in EXE02 models (2 models covering 50 city-pairs)

*: By the date of this redaction we do not have the overload factor attached to the days of exercise 02,
so we (arbitrarily) used the one provided for another day.

5.1 Route prediction
5.1.1 Convergence
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The AU preference module prediction formalism (see section 3), is expressed as an iterative sequence
prediction problem, where each point of a trajectory is predicted from the previous points. In such an
iterative sequence building there is no guarantee that a prediction request onto a given triplet (citypair, AC type, AC operator) converge to the destination way Point.
Even if the city-pair parameter is provided as an additional input to the model, it does not prevent
from a non-convergence sequence iterative building that would never reach the destination WP.
As a consequence, to provide reliable prediction, we have first to ensure that the prediction results
are plausible results onto the selected triplet. To reach that goal, we firstly simply reduce the total
amount of possible WPs in a route sequence according to the maximum number of WPs observed
along the history of the filed flight plans (processed city-pair) sequence.
This is quite simple but will avoid the model prediction iterative call to be run indefinitely. Then if the
convergence is not reached, that is to say the predicted lateral path sequence does not end at the
destination (airport) WP, it means that we won’t be able to provide a prediction for the associated
triplet.
In order to provide some ideas about the convergence results (the fact that our iterative lateral path
sequence of WP successfully reach the Destination airport) we provide hereafter some statements
observed onto the various groups of city-pair studied during the study period.
For the first randomly selected group of 21 city-pairs operated into European area (departure and
destination into Europe) -> a single model trained (covering 254 unique triplets):
For this first group of city-pairs, the performance assessment of convergence prediction for route is =
99.60%
That is to say that for the 254 unitary triplets within the scope of the model city-pairs coverage, only a
single lateral path prediction (attached to the triplet (LEPA_ESGG, B738, NAX)) does not converge. In
that case the prediction result goes up to 100 WPs (= convergence length limit) in sequence without
reaching the Destination (ESGG):
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Figure 72: Non convergent lateral path prediction on (LEPA_ESGG, B738, NAX)

In that specific (and single) case, we can focus on the lateral path prediction around the arrival
airport.

Figure 73: Focus onto the prediction around the destination airport
for (LEPA_ESGG, B738, NAX) prediction

This illustrates that two WPs (in the classification corpus) are geographically close (here WP_2750 and
WP_2749 which corresponds to the ESGG destination airport WP).
The WP_2750 is used in the history onto other lateral paths (probably attached to other filed flight
plans operated by couple (B738, NAX)) and as the prediction passing close to ESGG airport, the
prediction goes to WP attached to other history.
For the city-pair group dedicated to SWISS operations. This model covers 16 of the most frequently
operated city-pairs by SWISS. Those city pairs covers (from history) 543 unitary triplets.
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For the SWISS group, the performance assessment of convergence prediction for route is = 99.81%.
Here again a single triplet prediction request do not reach the destination WP.
For the latest city-pair group, extracted in the context of EXE02 perimeter, it covers 50 city-pairs that
are dispatched over two models.
The first model of 25 city-pairs hold an history of 447 unitary triplets, the prediction convergence =
99.77%
The second model of 25 city-pairs hold an history of 396 unitary triplets, the prediction convergence =
100%

Another inconsistency to manage when using the sequential prediction is to ensure that the provided
trajectory is reliable (flyable) from an operational point of view. Indeed as already mentioned in section
4.1.1, we have observed (very rarely) as illustrated in Figure 53: Inconsistent route sequence for triplet
(EHRD_LEIB, B738, CND) some abnormal WPs into the predicted route even with convergent result.
We designed the azimuthal discretization (section 4.2.3) to avoid, or at least reduce, such
inconsistencies in order to build our models onto a group of city-pairs with reduced overlapping.
Indeed, in that manner we reduce the histories overlapping (particularly in terms of lateral path
overlap) used within a single model perimeter.

5.1.2 AU preference capture in prediction
The global AU preference evaluation is proposed in [20].
The basic idea for this validation is separated in two parts:
-

Predictions reliability Validation vs historical data content: the idea is to decline metric to
demonstrate how much the prediction is closed to historical ones

-

Validation of predictions effectiveness by submission of specific predictions attached to SWISS
airline. This to ensure that the proposed predictions are liable to be filed and respond to SWISS
preference.

For the first evaluation we looked for deriving a metric/KPI to assess the “communality”/”proximity”
between prediction (and particularly the lateral path assessment) with regards to the history content
and frequency of use.
Indeed, once again the assumption is that history flight plans, statistically speaking, are liable to hold
nominal condition filed flight and non-nominal ones. These last, being more specific are probably less
populated than the nominal ones. The idea is so to measure how close our prediction from the
historical content is. The performance attached to this metric, declined for all possible triplets will
demonstrate our algorithm to capture AU preference.
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The lateral path prediction was mainly addressed through this analysis; indeed, as already
demonstrated, in the history of filed flight plan, there are far much more variability between the
vertical profiles used by a given triplet rather than onto the lateral route.
As a summary, we have derived a proximity measure to assess how close a prediction is from the
“global” history attached to a given triplet. For each triplet we can derive a proximity factor indicating
the proportion of common WPs between a unique history attached to the triplet and the prediction.
Such metric can be declined in various KPIs. Here are just a brief summary of what will be proposed in
document [20]. In the table below, the “% of ratio WP per historical flight” indicates the (weighted by
the number of flights of each triplet history) average of common WP ratio in history for all the triplets
covered by the associated model.
Model
optim_gp
Swiss_gp
exo02_gp_1
exo02_gp_2
Mean_models

city-pairs
21
16
25
25
21,75

Triplets

Nb flights in hist

254
543
447
396
410

9101
24344
32284
35731
25365

% convergence

Weighted % of ratio WP per historical flights covered
99,6
99,81
99,77
100
99,795

98,66
98,93
99,48
93,32
97,5975

Table 6: Performance metrics on studied AU performance models

The details about this metric and the associated illustrations and interpretation are provided in [20].

5.2 Trajectory prediction
5.2.1 Vertical profile improvement
As illustrated in section 4.1.2, the initial vertical profile prediction presents many inconsistencies,
particularly such as non-increasing ETO along the sequence.
In comparison to the classification problem addressed by the route model prediction, a regression
problem has a perimeter of prediction values far much extended, since continuous. That is to say that
regression would require much more data… to extract a probabilistic behaviour from those ones.
The azimuthal optimization has been introduced to increase the precision attached to this prediction
as we reduced the overlapping between historical vertical profiles used to train the model. But such
an improvement is difficult to quantify since the city-pairs covered in the latest models do not
necessarily cover the city-pairs initially used (Southwest axis perimeter).
We thus going to provide some illustrations of computed vertical profiles when the principle of citypair azimuthal discretization is applied rather than a quantitative assessment of the vertical profile
computation. Hereafter we will observe vertical profile prediction obtained with non-optimised model
grouping (initial South West axis perimeter) in comparison to prediction results obtained with an
azimuthal city-pairs grouping (first randomly selected group of 21 city-pairs).
With the first set of city pairs (Southwest axis) we have observed various raw vertical profile
predictions. The below illustrations are randomly picked from some triplets available:
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Figure 74: Raw vertical profiles for triplets from Southwest city-pair group

The first correction applied led to the predicted profile with non-increasing ETO values deleted from
the profile. This simple transformation could be updated to retrieve a complete vertical profile along
the full trajectory through interpolation onto missing ETO values attached to trajectory.
The results obtained with the four previous triplets provide:
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Figure 75: Corrected vertical profiles vs historical vertical profiles

Even with this correction, if some vertical profiles can be figure out, they do not appear to be very
consistent. Neither in comparison to the historical vertical profiles, nor with an effective trajectory
provision. But here we have to remind that the model has been trained onto a group of city-pairs
(Southwest) strongly overlapping. Thus when trying to learn a vertical profile in a regression manner,
the model trying to provide the “global” probabilistic best answer melt some histories, as operated
city-pairs share complete trajectory portions. And according to the additional AC type or AC Operator
constraints (and not only the city-pairs) the training stage look to find out the best compromise in its
final prediction.
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Now we can observe the vertical profiles obtained with optimized city-pair discretization. Once again
we cannot present result for the same triplets, since the latest provided models do not necessarily
cover the same city-pairs perimeter.

Figure 76: comparison of city-pairs (direct) path distribution for the two AU preference models provided

We can observe some vertical profile predictions obtained for this model:
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Figure 77: Vertical profiles predicted (raw and corrected with increasing ETO) with optimized city-pair
azimuthal grouping
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If the vertical profiles improvement, in terms of general profile shape, appear clearly in comparison to
non-optimized city-pair grouping (see Figure 76: comparison of city-pairs (direct) path distribution for the
two AU preference models provided ). Nevertheless it is quantitatively difficult to assess regarding the
variability of the history of the vertical profiles.
The two next examples illustrate the AU preference capture in the vertical profile computation. The
resulting vertical profile is not the same for both.
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Figure 78: Vertical profiles predicted onto the same city-pair for two different AU

5.2.2 Vertical profile consolidation
Once applied the optimal grouping of cities-pair in a model, we previously observed an improvement
in the vertical profile prediction. The predicted vertical profiles appear to have a shape more consistent
with the historical ones attached to filed flight plans.
Nevertheless, we have also observed that sometimes the vertical can hold some inconsistencies, such
like a non ETO increase, as the formalism of iterative sequence prediction does not necessarily
guarantee this constraint on ETO prediction.
If we initially remove the decreasing ETO values, we additionally designed a method to linearly
interpolate FL for missing increasing ETO values according to the surrounding predicted effective (ETO,
FL) couples.
For that purpose we used the detection of non-increasing ETO values from raw prediction.
Once these inconstancies detected, we used a segment distance computation onto the associated
lateral path prediction to linearly interpolate erroneous ETO (i.e. missing ETO) between the
surrounding ETOs values and segment length (approximated as the Haversine distance at the level of
flight).
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Figure 79: Vertical profiles predicted (raw and interpolated for increasing ETO) with optimized city-pair
azimuthal grouping

5.3 Alternative building
5.3.1 Statements on alternative reliability computation
As presented in section 3.3, the principle to derive alternatives is based on the use of secondary WP
probability rather than the highest probable WP in the iterative WP sequence prediction.
Thus the first approach is to consider the main prediction (that is to say the most probable one) and
then to derive alternatives considering iteratively a “secondary” WP along this preferred lateral path.
The secondary meaning is expressed in term of second highest probable WP rather than highest
probable one (cf. section 3.3.2 for details)
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If we observe the lateral path prediction attached to triplet (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG) the predicted
highest probable lateral path is:

Figure 80: Main route prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

Which corresponds the WP_ID sequence:
WP_9 WP_127 WP_174 WP_245 WP_968 WP_371 WP_308 WP_398 WP_572 WP_719 WP_843
WP_1031 WP_1140 WP_1202 WP_1009 WP_1247 WP_1309 WP_1403 WP_1476 WP_1332
WP_1362 WP_1638 WP_1844 WP_515 WP_2070 WP_1959 WP_1982 WP_2063 WP_2112

Now we can consider the secondary WP probable after departure and then let the sequence prediction
runs to find out iteratively the sequence converge until arrival.

Figure 81: First raw alternative route prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

Corresponding the sequence of WP_ID:
WP_9 WP_80 WP_99 WP_135 WP_168 WP_244 WP_372 WP_490 WP_646 WP_804
WP_1149 WP_1220 WP_1255 WP_430 WP_259 WP_287 WP_457 WP_488 WP_581
WP_137 WP_205 WP_519 WP_791 WP_814 WP_878 WP_929 WP_971 WP_1332 WP_1362
WP_1638 WP_1844 WP_515 WP_2070 WP_1959 WP_1982 WP_2063 WP_2112
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Now we can consider what would be the predicted lateral path if we use the secondary probabilistic
WP after the two first WP of the preferred trajectory:

Figure 82: Second raw alternative route prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

Corresponding the sequence of WP_ID:
WP_9 WP_127 WP_323 WP_389 WP_609 WP_872 WP_968 WP_1226 WP_1393 WP_105
WP_1741 WP_391 WP_398 WP_572 WP_719 WP_843 WP_1031 WP_1140 WP_1202 WP_1009
WP_1247 WP_1309 WP_1403 WP_1476 WP_1332 WP_1362 WP_1638 WP_1844 WP_515
WP_2070 WP_1959 WP_1982 WP_2063 WP_2112

Note: the two first WPs in this alternative are identical to the first ones in the main, since we look for
the secondary probable WP, two WPs after departure.

And so on along the main predicted path, so that we can produce multiple alternatives. Here below
are provided the superimposed plot of the 10 first ones for the triplet (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG):

Figure 83: Second raw alternative route prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)
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With this superimposed view, we can observe that:
-

Some alternatives are more or less closed from the main one. If we focus on the main path vs
the alternative 4 path:

Figure 84: Proximity observation on alternative routes prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

The two route sequences are:
WP_9 WP_127 WP_174 WP_245 WP_968 WP_371 WP_308 WP_398 WP_572 WP_719 WP_843
WP_1031 WP_1140 WP_1202 WP_1009 WP_1247 WP_1309 WP_1403 WP_1476 WP_1332
WP_1362 WP_1638 WP_1844 WP_515 WP_2070 WP_1959 WP_1982 WP_2063 WP_2112

WP_9 WP_127 WP_174 WP_245 WP_410 WP_613 WP_828 WP_968 WP_1218 WP_1505
WP_371 WP_308 WP_398 WP_572 WP_719 WP_843 WP_1031 WP_1140 WP_1202 WP_1009
WP_1247 WP_1309 WP_1403 WP_1476 WP_1332 WP_1362 WP_1638 WP_1844 WP_515
WP_2070 WP_1959 WP_1982 WP_2063 WP_2112

The yellow highlighted WPs are additional WP sequence in the produced alternative. If we carefully
look at their geographical locations (figure below) we can observe that they are dispatched along the
WP_245 – WP371 segment:
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Figure 85: Proximity explanation on alternative routes prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

So that these two routes are very “closed” in terms of route description, even if the lateral path
sequence content is not the identical.
-

Some alternatives show inconsistencies (evocated in section 3.3.3). If we focus on the
alternative 9:

Figure 86: Inconsistency in alternative routes prediction (GCRR_EDDL, A321, EWG)

Some “abnormal” WP, coming from the mixing of multiple lateral path histories can be provided in the
full sequence prediction.
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Finally, as mentioned for the main route prediction in section 5.1.1, when we use the strategy of using
secondary probability in the WP sequence iterative building, there is no guarantee that the algorithm
provide a result ending at the destination airport.
In summary, the three previous issues shall be addressed to consolidate alternatives provision:
-

Provision of different alternatives (geographically discretized in the objective of airflow rerouting capabilities due to airspace constraints) rather than “close” ones

-

Effectiveness of the alternative provided, to ensure those ones are flyable/fillable (avoidance
of route with inconsistent WP along its path).

-

Alternative convergence to the destination airport

5.3.2 Alternative consolidation & selection
To answer the latest objectives some additional “business rules” have been elaborated to consolidate
alternative provided by the approach.
The simplest one concern the convergence. Similarly to what has been performed for the main
trajectory (see section 5.1.1) we adopt the following criterion for “convergence agreement”:
-

If an alternative computation (using a secondary probabilistic WP) does not reach the
destination airport in a sequence of WP length = round (1.1 * max(number of WP in history
filed flight plans for this city-pair)) the alternative won’t be retained.

That is to say if we did not converge in a majored 10% of the maximal sequence length in history, we
consider the alternative as not reliable, since the destination is not reached in an appropriate number
of WPs.
Concerning the effectiveness of the alternative, we use a criterion based on the cumulated (Haversine)
distance along two consecutive segments. This sliding cumulated distance shall not exceed the direct
Haversine distance between the extreme WPs of the two segments (a segment length = the Haversine
distance at a given FL between the two WPs defining the segment). This principle is details in next
section.
Finally, an additional criterion onto the total lateral path length is also used to avoid inconsistent
alternative prediction as further illustrated in section 5.3.2.2.
If the convergence criterion for alternative reliability is simple (details exposed in section 5.1.1) we will
detailed the two others.

5.3.2.1 Two consecutive segment length criterion
To avoid alternative including “out” of the path WPs in the sequence, we use a criterion described
through the below figure:
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Figure 87: Illustration of two successive segments length criterion

It can be expressed as the computation along the prediction lateral path of a “sliding” test ensuring
that:

Where the Haversine formula determines the great circle distance between two points on a sphere,
given their respective (longitude, latitude).
Thus we compute this sliding length of two consecutive segments ([WPx,WPy]+[WPy,WPz]) along the
predicted alternative lateral path, and check that none of these lengths exceed the direct segment
length ([WPx, WPz]) multiplied by a selected factor (= ratio_factor)
Expressed in a spherical projection we check that (ratio_factor * b) < (a + c) :

Figure 88: Haversine distance illustration

The ratio factor is a value that expresses the “tolerance” of distance delta between the direct path
between two WP and the whole distance flown with the use of an intermediate WP.
For the Haversine distance computation we used a sphere at FL200. We did not used the predicted FL
to perform such an assessment to avoid some prediction errors incidence in this criterion.
The ratio factor value adopted has been here empirically designed during this study.
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Nevertheless this ratio factor adopted can be fine-tuned from historical lateral path statistical
assessments. We could compute the maximum ratio-factor observed in the history.
If we did not used such an approach during the study, this is because we observed that the max ratiofactor obtained into the historical lateral path, was very dependent on the operated city pair. Indeed
this max factor is obtained closed to the departure/arrival airports, due to take-off and approach
procedures.

Figure 89: Complexity in defining a ratio factor

Thus such a fine tuning will required a longer assessment, out of the (core) scope of this study.

Some illustration results obtained after this criterion use onto some example is provided hereafter.
The raw 10 first raw alternative route predictions for the triplet (GMMN_LIMC, A332, THY) are:

Figure 90: Raw alternatives for (GMMN_LIMC, A332, THY)
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When we apply convergence criterion and the two cumulated segment length criteria (with a ratio
factor = 1.2) the final alternatives selected are:

Figure 91: Improved reliability for alternatives selection for (GMMN_LIMC, A332, THY)

Figure 92: Raw alternatives for (EHAM_LGAV, A321, AEE)
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Figure 93: Improved reliability for alternatives selection (EHAM_LGAV, A321, AEE)

5.3.2.2 Outlier length detection from alternative length out of boxplot whiskers
In some cases, the above criteria is not sufficient to avoid all inconsistencies. This is the case for
abnormal WP prediction closed to departure or arrival airports. Indeed if the first WP after departure
(respectively the previous WP before arrival is inconsistent) the previous criterion for two consecutive
segments length may failed to identify an inconsistent trajectory.
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Figure 94: Extreme route inconsistencies illustration

To reduce such inconsistencies we adopted an additional statistical criterion onto the length of the
retained alternatives.
In descriptive statistics, a boxplot is a method for graphically depicting groups of numerical data
through their quartiles. Box plots may also have lines extending from the boxes (whiskers) indicating
variability outside the upper and lower quartiles. We will use the extreme values detection in such a
boxplot diagram, applied onto path length of alternatives, to selected reliable alternatives.

Figure 95: Adjacent Values, Outer Fence and Outliers
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Quartiles are values that divide a (part of a) data table into four groups containing an approximately
equal number of observations.
IQR is the interquartile range, the difference between the first quartile (that defines the value which
isolate the first 25% of the smallest values of a population) and the third one (which isolated the 25%
of highest values for a population).
When applied on the estimated length of all predicted alternatives, we will use the extremes values
called Far out values are outside the outer fence, detected above and below whiskers of the boxplot
that are identified as:
-

The Upper Outer fence (UOF), which is defined as the threshold located at Q3+ (k*IQR)

-

The Lower Outer Fence, (LOV) is defined as the threshold located at Q1 – (k*IQR)

The values outside the Outer fence can be considered as outliers, and we will use these limits to
eliminated alternative trajectories candidates.
When applied to alternative path lengths, we will remove the path length’ outliers when comparing
predicted alternatives.

Figure 96: Final alternatives route selected

5.4 Strengths of the approach
5.4.1 Prediction onto non existing triplet history
The AU preference has been identified through the three elements (city-pair, AC type, AC operator).
We use their associated filed flight plans history to train the model covering this city-pair. But a model
is designed to cover between 20 and 30 city-pairs. (The criteria to define the amount of processed citypairs in a model, is linked to training resources and volumetry (length of flight plans sequences) of
associated histories (see 4.2.2).
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In the scope of a model production, all triplets used in the history of city-pairs perimeters are encoded.
The final model is able to provide a prediction of any of the combination of the city-pair, AC Type, AC
Operator. Even if a specific combination hasn’t been filed in the history, the final model is liable to
provide a prediction for this one.
Operationally, it means that if an aircraft type was newly introduced onto a city pair operation for a
given operator, the AU trajectory module can provide a prediction even if this triplet has never been
filed.
For example, the city-pair GCFV_EGKK in history is operated with following Aircraft Types : 'A321',
'A320', 'B738', 'A21N', 'B752', 'A20N', 'B753' and the following AC operators : 'TCX', 'EZY', 'ZZZ', 'TOM',
'BAW'
If a new operator decides to operate this city pair, for instance ‘RYR’ and decide to operate this citypair with an ‘A319’. The model generated already encode the couple (‘RYR’, ‘A319’) as this couple is
used on other city-pairs covered by the model. Then the model can provide a trajectory prediction for
the triplet (GCFV_EGKK, RYR, A319).

Figure 97: Prediction for a non-historic Triplet

If the prediction reliability can’t be assessed since never filed, this one is the result from the “proximity”
assessment by the model of the histories related to either the city-pair, the AC Type and the AC
Operator, or the combination of them.
If it is complex to explicitly assess the relative importance of each of these features in the global
proximity assessment. Nevertheless the convergence rates obtained demonstrate that the city-pair
has a major importance. Depending of the history attached to this city pair, if some A319 have been
operated onto this city-pair or if RYR has operated this city pair with other aircraft types, the model
has captured during its training this similarity. From this proximity assessment it can then provide a
prediction.
The same city pair, is historically operated by ‘TCX’ with aircrafts types 'A321', 'B753'.
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If TCX decide to newly operate this city-pair with an A320 or even a B738, here are the lateral paths
related predictions:

Figure 98: Prediction illustration for a non-historical Aircraft Types onto the same city-pair /

Operator

5.4.2 Alternatives provision even if no “alternative” history available
In section 5.3 we have detailed the way to build alternative trajectories and to make more robust their
effective selection.
The advantage of this global approach is that the model is capable of providing alternatives, even if a
given triplet history has only a unique filed flight plan.
Like the prediction of a flight plan for a triplet that never has been filed, the model will take advantage
of the similarity between triplets to identify closed triplet behaviour during its training. Not only for
the main prediction, but also for the alternatives provision.
The triplet (EHAM_LGAV, E35L, GNJ) has a single flight plan history. We can observe the result of the
prediction on this triplet versus its history.
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Figure 99: Prediction for a triplet with single filed history

If the main prediction (in yellow overlapping the available history) does not perfectly match the history
(once again by design, low populated historical triplet may result in more approximated predictions),
we can look for alternative predictions with the principle of iterative use of secondary WP probability.
Once consolidated we will have some alternative predictions proposal attached to this triplet even if,
historically speaking, no other flight plan has been filed except the one displayed above.
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Figure 100: Alternative trajectories prediction for a triplet with single filed history
Those alternatives are derived from the proximity triplets, measured through a global (city-pair, AC
Type, AC operator) similarity assessment. The complete history attached to the operated
“EHAM_LGAV” city-pair is presented hereafter:

Figure 101: City-pair EHAM_LGAV full history
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6 Final conclusion & further improvements
In the context of ISOBAR project, the AU preference module has been designed to:
-

Take advantage of AI technics, based on Machine Learning capabilities to make predictions
from historical behaviour

-

Provide trajectory prediction handling as much as possible AU preference from historical
content

-

Provision of a main preferred and alternatives trajectories to feed a mitigation solver (in the
perspective of selecting re-routing capabilities)

-

This trajectory generator shall provide prediction for any of the city pair liable to induce a flight
coming across European airspace. Indeed, any flight is liable to be involved in a hotspot
resolution

AU preference has been adopted through two following factors: Aircraft Type and Aircraft Operator,
since for each strategical flight optimization can used during the flight plan filling process.
Of course, many other factors are liable to impact the trajectory filed (and finally flown); but our
objective is to capture an AU preference “trend” through the filed flight plan if this one exists.
The module has to provide trajectory predictions expressed as a sequence of (WP, ETO, FL). It has been
divided in two cascaded sub-model operating in a sequential prediction manner.
The predictions can be obtained for triplets historically filed, but also potentially new ones (as soon as
they are encoded in the model perimeter). Such capability is also extended to low historically
populated triplet, for which, alternatives can be nevertheless provided.
One major statement of this approach is that the formalism adopted provides pretty good results in
terms of lateral prediction (route prediction as a classification problem).
Concerning the vertical profile prediction, the results are more complex to evaluate since:
-

More variability is stated onto the vertical profiles used in history (even considered at a triplet
(city-pair, AC type, AC operator) level, than the one observed for the lateral path prediction.

-

The problem is addressed in a regression formalism onto two “linked” dimensions (time &
altitude) more complex to consistently capture

-

Moreover there is much more degrees of freedom in those two axis than the route/lateral
path problem that is formalised as a classification problem

To improve the results obtained for the vertical profile prediction various axis for improvement
can be considered, in the formalism improvement:
-

Increase the depth of the Recurrent Network used for the second model for (ETO , FL)
prediction.
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But this might be at a decrease of the number of city-pair to be treated by a model (due to
resources limitation). Thus if we unbalanced the number of city processed in the lateral predictor in
comparison the vertical profile one this imply a more complex management of the AU preference
module as a microservice calls. This is fully conceivable but according to the time extend of this study
and the objective of final integration in a demonstrator, it was not assessed as a priority.
-

Another improvement axis could be to discretize the flight level (with a given step for instance
of 100 ft) prediction to transpose the regression into a classification one. This will reduce the
scope of the prediction targets and will may be more appropriate with Airlines need to manage
odd/even FL levels during filing.

By principle and construction, the model will provide better prediction on historical more populated
triplets and implicitly associated city-pair. This native statement (as a machine learning principle) is
nevertheless fully appropriated with ISOBAR principle. Indeed statistically, the most frequently
operated city-pair will have the highest probability to have a flight to be involved in a hotspot, and so
on is liable to participate to the hotspot resolution. These flights will be the ones eligible for alternative
re-routing and so on submission for AU preference trajectory prediction.
The highest complexity to deal with is the amount of city-pairs to process. Resources and historical
content define the number of city-pair that can be covered by a single model. Then a specific training
for each of the model shall be performed. For the demonstration purpose of this study, we will
optimize (and limit) the selection of city-pairs covered by the produced models. In the perspective of
an industrial use, a global configuration management strategy would have to be defined to manage:
- Either the training of a reduce amount but bigger models (training duration, request for prediction
run…)
- Or the automation of many models production and deployment to cover a wide extend of city-pairs
coverage.
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